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Introduction
In 1973, a film called Westworld, written and directed by Michael Crichton, was
released. Before writing Jurassic Park (1990) and introducing the world to the famous
genetically recreated dinosaurs’ park, Critchon presents the audience with a fictional
attraction park in which visitors could enjoy a simulation of either a western, ancient roman,
or medieval genre. These parks are inhabited by lifelike androids who are designed
specifically to make the experience of the visitors realistic. However, a malfunction in the
system of the androids makes them go on a killing spree. The film follows the attempt of
one of the visitors to survive and leave the park. The film was recognized as a success due
to the box office revenues and was appreciated by the audience. Nonetheless, it could be
argued that the film lacks motive and depth, since the origin of the malfunction is never
explained and the general theme of the film is unclear.
In 2013, the television network HBO announced that they will be adapting the film
into a TV series, written and executive produced by Jonathan Nolan and Lisa Joy. After
airing in 2016, The TV series Westworld became a phenomenon of popular media, celebrated
by both viewers and critics. The series is distinctive from the original work since it took
many liberties in changing the characters and the plot, and introducing narrative complexity
and numerous new themes. HBO has a reputation for dealing with TV series that present
profound thoughts and important character development, its most successful hits are among
others: The Sopranos (1999), The Leftovers (2014), Game of Thrones (2011) and Chernobyl
(2019). However, what makes Westworld different and distinguishable, is that it is more
directly filled with philosophical themes, both explicitly and implicitly. As such, the TV
series gained the attention of several academic specialists from different fields. The book
Westworld and philosophy: If You Go Looking for the Truth, Get the Whole Thing (2018),
as an example, gathers the analysis and philosophical readings of the series by academics
and builds the book into an interdisciplinary source written by philosophers, filmmakers,
scientists, activists, and ethicists.
To think how far mass media and popular culture have gone in developing such
complexity and reflectivity on society and the contemporary world is one of the main reasons
that brought this thesis to life. Popular culture is still often frowned upon as mere
entertainment or opium for the masses due to certain theories such as Theodor
Adorno and Max Horkheimer’s culture industry, resonating with some commentators. As an
5

example of such a trend, Dorota Ostrowska and Graham Roberts write in their book
European Cinemas in the Television Age, the following:
The lore teaches us nowadays that the difference between television and
cinema is almost nil and (national) art cinemas are the only remaining temples
of the cinematic art which itself is clearly withering away crushed by the
avalanche of visual images which rarely add up to a sequence that any true
cineaste would bother to watch. (160)
This highlights the tendency to separate art cinema from popular cinema and TV series.
However, they continue by explaining that “rather than extinguishing cinema, television
became (perhaps inadvertently) the keeper (even reviver) of the flame” (161). Due to
technological advancement and the introduction of online platforms, the borders between
mediums are now blurred: popular films and TV series have been exhibiting valuable
reflectivity upon the contemporary world and societies.
Steven John, the American author and media theorist, aims to change the common
perspective against popular media by arguing that popular culture nowadays is one of the
main stimulants for the viewers’ intelligence and cognitive activity. He states in his book
Everything Bad Is Good for You (2005):
For decades, we’ve worked under the assumption that mass culture follows
a steadily declining path toward lowest-common-denominator standards,
presumably because the “masses” want dumb, simple pleasures and big
media companies want to give the masses what they want. But in fact, the
exact opposite is happening: the culture is getting more intellectually
demanding, not less. (62).
Westworld is an example of why popular culture in general, and TV series in particular,
should now be studied differently, for the benefits they have to offer: the new relationship
between the audience and series dictates an up-to-date perspective and approach to the mass
media that is nowadays a very important part of the globalized mass culture. In agreement
with Steven John’s claims, I argue that TV series can, through their own specific tools,
ensure an important role in helping their audience think critically and philosophically.
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In this thesis, I will be introducing this approach by studying how the first season of
Westworld, as a TV series, manages to do philosophy. To do so, I will be using the theory
of film-as-philosophy. I will be mainly relying in my literature review on the work of
Thomas E. Wartenberg, a professor of Philosophy and a film philosophy specialist. The
theory, as its name implies, is exploring the possibility of films to philosophize and the
means through which it is made possible. This is a recent theory that set off an ongoing
debate between philosophers who both criticize and support the theory. When writing about
the theory in the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, Wartenberg explains:
While physicists often write about the philosophy of science, the academic
discipline of the philosophy of physics is dominated by professional
philosophers. Not so in the philosophy of film. As a result, my use of the term
“philosopher of film” will be broad, intended to include all of those interested
in theoretical issues about the cinema.
As a researcher, I am interested in such issues about the cinema and I will be
focusing on the matter of film-as-philosophy from the point of view of film studies rather
than philosophy itself. It appears that most of the objections about the theory are rooted in
proving that film works differently than philosophy, which is a valid point. However, what
most critics seem to overlook is that the theory does not imply that film has to be philosophy;
but rather that it can be a medium of philosophy. By keeping this in mind, the potential of
film can be explored by focusing on the unique tools that allow this medium to philosophize,
rather than finding parallels with the classical tools of written or spoken texts of philosophy.
And to study these specificities, and by consequence answer the question of film’s way to
do philosophy, it is important to start from the point of view of film and its studies and not
philosophy and its field.
The theory of film-as-philosophy deals mostly and mainly with films. However, I
will be applying it to a TV series in the form of a case study. The difference between films
and TV series is merely in the format rather than the content. They are both narrative visual
media. Kristin Thompson explains this difference by pointing out that “feature films tend to
be longer than most television programs; they are typically watched individually as selfcontained stories. Television programs, however, may cluster into a temporal unit for
viewers, with interruptions at intervals; many series tell stories serially” (xi). According to
K. Thompson, this seriality allows the narrative to develop differently than films.
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Ostrowska and Roberts comment on this difference as well by writing: “The
distinction between the televisual and cinematic screens could be seen as formal while the
films themselves can be viewed as content whose format has been changing over the history
of television and cinema” (163). Although film and TV series present narratives differently,
they are still founded on the same concept of moving images and storytelling. And since
they adopt their visual style from films, it is safe to say that this theory also can include TV
series. In a manner of fact, Wartenberg also recognizes the potential of TV series and
includes them in his argumentation by stating: “Although many film scholars and
philosophers of film have a disparaging view of television, the emergence of such shows
as The Sopranos and The Wire established television as a medium for making valuable
works of art. As a result, it makes sense to include such shows under the rubric of
films” (Philosophy of film). This thesis will also be implying TV series as part of films
whenever the medium is mentioned or discussed; unless differences are being pointed out.
It is also important to mention that in the usage of the term ‘filmmaker’, I am
including the crew that worked on the film/ TV series and not referring only to the director.
Films and TV series are a product of teamwork and are influenced by the contribution of the
whole crew. The importance of the members differs from one work to the other. Therefore,
the term ‘filmmaker’ is referring to the person who contributes to the making of the film and
its final overall result.
In Chapter one, I will be introducing, as a general context to the theory, film
philosophy, its emergence, and the reasons why it was deemed important to have such a new
subfield. I will then explain more thoroughly the theory of film-as-philosophy as part of the
subfield. The second part of the chapter will be dedicated to the debate around this theory.
The four main objection arguments that Wartenberg responds to in his work will be
presented and put into discussion with other works, along with personal reflections on my
side. The chapter will then end with a summary of the tools that allow films and TV series
to specifically do philosophy. As argued earlier, these tools are elements of the medium
which allows it to philosophize that is different from classical philosophical texts’ tools. By
introducing the theory, the ideas that oppose it and support it, and the specificities of the
medium, the case study can be analyzed.
The second chapter will be dealing with the case study of Westworld, the TV series.
It will start by presenting the series, the plot, the characters, and the way it was received by
both viewers and critics. It will then move to the analysis which will be based on the elements
8

identified in the earlier chapter: It will focus on the opening credits as a meta-narrative, the
narrative structure and the way it allows the exploration of philosophy, self-reflectivity on
the medium, and the series itself as a thought experiment. The chapter will end with a
reconsideration of the main four objection arguments of the critics through the example of
Westworld.
This thesis aims to, firstly, draw more attention to the importance of popular culture
in contemporary society and, secondly, explore in depths the practicality of philosophy done
through films and TV series by focusing on elements specific to the medium that might have
been overlooked in the discussion of the theory of film-as-philosophy. Westworld offers the
possibility to study this theory thanks to its recognized philosophical themes and success in
the rows of TV series followers.
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Chapter 1: Film as Philosophy
1.1. Introduction to Film-as-Philosophy
Philosophy of film, or film philosophy (also called ‘Filmosophy’ by Daniel Frampton in
his book with the same title) is a recently established interest that began its growth mostly
in the 1980s by virtue of the progression of academic philosophy’s methods and the films’
role in societies (Wartenberg, Philosophy of film). Its hybrid and interdisciplinary nature is
due to its interaction and overlap with the film theory and the field of contemporary
philosophy of art. Works such as Gilles Deleuze’s book series Cinéma 1: L’imagemouvement (1983) and Cinéma 2: L’image-temps (1985) have helped to establish a common
ground between cinema and philosophy and started questioning the medium from a
philosophical perspective. However, Stanley Cavell, an American philosopher, was one of
the first academics to discuss the potential of a direct relationship between philosophy as an
academic field and films as a medium by interpreting some of the popular narrative
American films through his book The World Viewed: Reflections on the Ontology of Film
(1971). Since the times when this unprecedented association of philosophy and film was first
stated, many philosophers and film scholars have developed Cavell’s and Deleuze’s
hypothesis dictating a relationship between the two fields and adapted it to the specificities
of our decade (mostly dictated by the technological development and the change of
relationship between viewers and films).
However, as a newly emerging approach to films and philosophy, the idea of
addressing films as a way to do philosophy has known, and still knows, a lot of objection
and has to face many arguments that Thomas E. Wartenberg responds to in his book Thinking
on Screen: Film as Philosophy and more specifically in his essay “Film as Philosophy: the
pro position”.
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One of the very first points that were raised was if such a subfield even needs to be
added with the existence of film theory; to which Wartenberg replies, by pointing out the
addition that philosopher could give by engaging in film philosophy compared to film
theory:
The problem is that the sub-field of film theory within film studies has been
dominated by a range of theoretical commitments that many Anglo-American
philosophers do not share. Many such philosophers have therefore felt a need
not just to make minor revisions in the field and its understanding of film but
rather to make a new beginning in the study of film that does not share the
problematic assumptions of film theory itself. For this reason, as well as the
earlier-cited view of film as a legitimate topic within aesthetics, they have
felt it important to develop a philosophically informed mode of thinking
about film. (“Philosophy of film”)
In order to add to that, I would like to consider ‘Film philosophy’ terminologically
to help identify why this field is necessary and what it has to add within academia.
According to the Oxford dictionary, Philosophy is “The study of the fundamental
nature of knowledge, reality, and existence, especially when considered as an academic
discipline.” This means that it is such a broad field that could consider how things are and
why. The original meaning of the term philosophy (coming from Greek ‘Philosophia’,
meaning ‘love of wisdom’) was used to refer to any kind of knowledge; which means that
exact science was also considered part of Philosophy. However, with time, the field of
philosophy as an academic discipline, as we know it today, distinguished itself from the rest,
but still stood as a fundamental way of thinking and understanding; only less ‘exact’. This
aspect allowed philosophy to overlap with practically any sort of studies or fields, in order
to understand their process of thinking and the meanings and aims behind them. In other
words, Philosophy is a theoretical thinking tool that does not have a specific medium
attached to it, other than the inherent academic written medium that philosophy is mostly
recognized for today.
On the other hand, a film, also according to the Oxford dictionary, is “story or event
recorded by a camera as a set of moving images and shown in a cinema or on television.”
As a mass noun, it means “cinema considered as an art or industry”. This means that,
opposite to philosophy, film is an artistic medium with no specific theoretical thinking
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attached to it. In other words, it is a form that could offer tools to explore and create a visual
text and subtext. This idea already introduces that a relationship between film and
philosophy can be established and that the two terms can be complementary; giving each
other form and meaning.
The subfield of Film theory usually helps to read the philosophical meaning of an
oeuvre that is seen outside of its creator and his intentions. What film philosophy has to offer
as a subfield, however, is a new approach of the relationship between these two terms and
the annulment of this hierarchy: it introduces the study of film itself as a medium to
recognize, understand and proof its importance as an established art form in the philosophy
of aesthetics. In recognizing the film philosophy as a subfield, a theory must be put into
question that raises an important question about the medium: can films do philosophy? This
theory, known as the theory of ‘Film-as-Philosophy’, is creating a lot of debate between
philosophers. As explained earlier, film and philosophy seem complimentary. Therefore, is
it safe to assume that philosophy, as a theoretical thinking tool, can work through film, an
artistic medium; while insuring the equal importance, appreciation, and fulfillment of both?
It is important to keep in mind that not all films do philosophy. However, there is no
practical argument that goes against the capability that certain films offer to process
philosophical thinking for both the filmmakers as a transmitter and the audience as a
recipient. Wartenberg traces this opposition that critics of the theory have to a very early
approach that philosophers had towards artists:
Ever since Plato banished poets from his ideal city in The Republic, hostility
towards the arts has been endemic to philosophy. To a large extent, this is
because philosophy and the various artforms were perceived to be competing
sources of knowledge and belief. Philosophers concerned to maintain the
exclusivity of their claim to truth have dismissed the arts as poor pretenders
to the title of purveyors of truth. Philosophers of film have generally opposed
this view, seeing film as a source of knowledge and, even, as potential
contributor to philosophy itself. (“Philosophy of film”)
Greek philosophers were aware of the power that art had and doubtful of its users (Plato
being the main example). Although appreciation of high arts is now acknowledged, the same
approach can be seen to this day in the opposition that certain philosophers have against
film, since they seem to consider it, not as a pure art as literature, music, or painting, but
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rather merely medium of entertainment through mass media. However, films (and in films,
TV series are included as well) are playing a different role in the contemporary society and
are bringing philosophy closer to the public by giving them the tools to philosophize through
popular media. Wartenberg establishes this point in his book by saying:
From my point of view, the philosophical discussion of film is one of the
most interesting and dynamic fields of contemporary philosophy. One reason
for this is that films are capable of giving philosophical ideas a liveliness and
vivacity that some may find lacking in the written texts of the tradition.
(Thinking on Screen 4)
Philosophical thinking represents a stimulus that allows popular media viewers to
enjoy the work and the way it unravels to them. But what makes philosophical thinking
different from any complex thinking? Would a children series that teach their young
followers to count, or a crime series that pushes the audience to try to figure out the killer,
be considered as philosophical? Although it might be complex to define all the
characteristics of what makes a work philosophical, as people we somehow can distinguish
between what is clearly not philosophical and what could be. This inability to define
philosophical thinking compared to other complex or critical thinking comes from the
inability to find an all-inclusive definition for philosophy in the first place. Richard E. Creel,
Emeritus professor from the Department of Philosophy and Religion at Ithaca College,
writes: “There is no official definition of philosophy; I doubt that there can be. Philosophy
is an open-ended, pioneering discipline, forever opening up new areas of study and new
methods of inquiry. Consequently, philosophy is continually reconceiving itself” (5).
However, he identifies three different stages through which introducing philosophy
can work: a) the focus on the Greek philosophers’ theories upon which the western
philosophy was founded. b) Introducing the most known philosophers throughout western
philosophy. c) The ‘problem’ approach, which introduces philosophical thinking itself. (34) The first two are focused mainly on history of philosophy and the way the discussion
between philosophers has enabled philosophy to exist. The latter approach, however, is the
practical approach to doing philosophy. It is the focus of Creel’s book and this thesis. Creel
explains that the problem approach “consists of identifying, explaining, and attempting to
solve philosophical problems - problems that have to do with God, truth, morality, freedom,
the mind, and more” (4). Although it is a very simplistic definition, it is the core meaning of
thinking philosophically. Through this definition, it can already be deduced that films are
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able to identify, explain, and speculate upon these kinds of problems. In another definition,
David Roochnik, an American philosopher, explains in his book that what distinguishes
philosophers from other academics is “the wisdom for which they (we) strive concerns the
nature and meaning of human life” (3). He goes on in explaining that the philosophical
approach is mainly self-reflective, since other academics such as mathematicians, scientists,
and historians tend to focus on what is outside of them; but philosophers question “the very
life they are leading” (2) But it is not about their persons, their own experience, or their
specific traumas. It is about “what does it mean to be who I am; that is, a human being?” (2)
Therefore, any attempt to deal with such problems is considered as philosophizing; or at
least exercising philosophical thinking; including filmmakers, audience, and films
themselves.
1.2. The debate around Film-as-Philosophy
There is an academic debate taking place between scholars; philosophers and film
theorists alike; on the subject of film-as-philosophy. Critics of the theory; such as Bruce
Russell (2000) and Murray Smith (1997), argue that film and philosophy work in different
means and have different purposes that they cannot be assembled. However, the extreme
pro-position advocates of the theory, as called by Thomas E. Wartenberg; such as Stephen
Mulhall (2008), Gilles Deleuze (1986; 1989), Stanley Cavell (1981; 1996; 2004), and Daniel
Frampton (2006) (“The pro position” 166); tend to emphasize that film has no limits when
it comes to philosophy and that it can do philosophy “in just the ways that philosophers do”
(Mulhall 4). It is important to note that both parties acknowledge that film has a certain
contribution to philosophy. However, the debate is based on the nature of that contribution
and its limits. For critics, films’ contribution is limited to methodology, since films can work
as an example to explain a philosophical theory in the education of philosophy (in seminars,
for instance); but it does not contribute to philosophy itself. Wartenberg introduces himself
as a scholar with a “moderate pro-cinematic philosophy position” (“The pro position” 166).
He emphasizes the different ways film manages to work as philosophy, but acknowledges
the limitations.
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Before addressing any sort of objections and arguments, a common ground must be
set. The theory of film-as-philosophy generally (and this thesis specifically) is mainly
concerned with fictional features and popular narrative films: Art and avant-garde films will
not be considered in this thesis. The example that is taken as a study case and analyzed is a
popular narrative TV series. Although avant-garde films are recognized for their ability to
do philosophy as an art form, they work very differently from popular films and TV series,
and therefore represent a different debate in the philosophy of Art.
Documentaries and films showing philosophical debates will not be considered
either. Films that are simply showing a philosophical debate do not present an exclusively
cinematic addition. Films here work as a mere recording medium of two of the classic
mediums of doing philosophy: oral debates and written texts. Documentaries, according to
Wartenberg, “usually rely on the explicit linguistic statements, made on the soundtrack, with
intertitles, or in subtitles, to present at least some of the claims that constitute their argument.
Often the balance of the film, including much of the visual material, functions only as
evidence for the claims that are explicitly made linguistically” (Thinking on Screen,79). This
cannot work in the debate of film-as-philosophy for the same reason as filmed philosophical
debates, that it is done mainly through text which is translated to image and sound. The main
concern surrounding the debate of film-as-philosophy is if film can contribute to philosophy
with its own original means. Therefore, it is important to understand film as a medium to
clarify how a film can cinematically do philosophy. The medium’s specificities will be
addressed later on in the third subchapter.
It is also important to point out that, while defending the film’s capacity of doing
philosophy, not all films philosophize. For a film to be qualified to be considered as
philosophical, according to Wartenberg, its author needs to be aware of what Livingston
calls in his book Cinema, Philosophy, Bergman, ‘The Philosophical Problématique’ (25).
A Philosophical problématique and a philosophical theory are two different concepts; since
the theory needs to be related to existing philosophical work and debate to have a
philosophical theory of it, while the problématique is mostly about introducing a
thematically philosophical question (s) by the filmmaker in order to think it through the film
itself (“The pro position” 177).
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Wartenberg explains in his book that:
Because filmmakers exist in a broader cultural and intellectual context, they
are aware of some of the philosophical issues prominent in their society,
which animate both its philosophical texts and its more general culture. This
allows filmmakers to focus upon such issues without necessarily having read
specifically philosophical texts that address them. (139)
However, while Wartenberg credits the film’s possibility to do philosophy to its maker, I
would argue that a film can still hold this problématique without its creator intending it to.
This is a debate that will also be dealt with more thoroughly later in this chapter.
Although critics of film-as-philosophy would argue that film cannot do philosophy
because of this exact limit in presenting the theory, Wartenberg and other advocates, such as
Tom McClelland, lecturer and researcher at the University of Cambridge, think that in
presenting philosophical problématique, a film is precisely doing philosophy, even if it is
different of how philosophical written or oral texts do it.
Objections and responses
Wartenberg, in his book and essay, identifies four main counter-arguments that
criticize the pro-position to film-as-philosophy. Through his work, he demonstrates why
these arguments are not enough to claim the inability of films to do philosophy.
The first argument that critics of film-as-philosophy use is the generality objection.
This argument claims that films, being specific narratives, cannot cover the universal
philosophical theses; since philosophical texts tend to be general and less specific on details.
Russell states in his essay “The Philosophical Limits of Film” that “imaginary situations
cannot provide real data” (390). Although Wartenberg responds to that with a denial of the
static universal character of philosophy that is implied in this claim (“The pro position” 170),
his strongest and most efficient argument seems to be that philosophy relies already on
imaginary situations to make its theory more grounded. He calls upon considering films as
‘Thought Experiment’; a tool that has been used by philosophy since the times of Socrates.
Wartenberg’s argument implies that philosophy has always used a tool that is close to films
to give value and clarity to the theory. Tamar Szabo´ Gendler defines thought experiment by
explaining that, “To perform a thought experiment is to reason about an imaginary scenario
with the aim of confirming or disconfirming some hypothesis or theory” (388). Wartenberg
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highlights the parallel he draws between philosophical thought experiments and films by
stating:
The hypothetical examples of philosophical thought experiments–‘Consider,
for example, a person who…’–have a marked similarity to the fictional
worlds presented by films, some of which are even presented in similar ways–
‘Once upon a time, in a galaxy far, far away…’ It, therefore, seems reasonable
to assume that some fiction films function as thought experiments. (Thinking
on Screen 66)
To make this argument valid, however, it needs to be reminded how thought
experiment in philosophy has “the importance and vivacity” that is required in a
philosophical argument (Wartenberg, “On the Possibility of Cinematic Philosophy” 21). In
order to explain this importance, McClelland inclines his reader to “Compare being told the
answer to a math’s problem with working out the answer for yourself” (26). He adds: “There
is something deeply Socratic about this way of contributing to philosophy — without stating
any philosophical conclusions, one can cleverly stimulate an audience into achieving their
own insights” (20). Therefore, although films do not contribute to philosophy in the same
kind of generality that academic philosophical texts do, they still offer an alternative through
vivacity to raise the philosophical problématique and contribute to philosophy by stimulating
the audience into thinking philosophically.
McClelland even considers the specificity of the way philosophy works through films
as a strength when the critics of the theory of film-as-philosophy presented it as a weakness.
I would argue that the contribution that film has to philosophy is unique thanks to, first, its
accessibility through popular culture and, second, the extremely active role of the audience
in decoding the visuals and narrative of the work.
In his book, Livingston raises the question of why we should use films for philosophical
purposes while we have academic texts:
If we in fact believe a better (for example, more efficient) means to our goal
is available, would it not indeed be irrational to pass it by? To propose an
analogy: if you know you can quickly, easily, and very effectively tighten a
screw with a screwdriver that is ready to hand, or laboriously and imperfectly
tighten it with a coin, would it not be irrational to prefer the coin? (56)
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Although he meant the philosophical texts to be the screwdriver and the films to be the coin,
I would argue that they simply work differently: thanks to thought experiment, films have
an efficient way to introduce philosophical questions to the audience and help to implant
them in their heads with vivid images, concrete examples and, especially, the fact that the
film might lead them to unravel the conclusion by themselves instead of giving it too
explicitly. No one can deny, not even the critics of the theory, that the Socratic way of doing
philosophy through thought experiment is valid and efficient, and, therefore, also films’ way
of doing philosophy. The only argument they have against this approach is that thought
experiment is merely a tool and does not represent doing philosophy in itself.
There is a certain fear of popular narrative films being part of the means to do
philosophy due to a certain claim of philosophy by academia; which defies the very
definition of philosophy as knowledge; as something that is accessible (and should be
accessible) to everyone. Popular films help to bring philosophy from academic books to the
public through popular culture and entertainment. Although it is important to remember that,
according to Wartenberg, the contribution of film to philosophy, as mentioned earlier, needs
to be cinematic to be considered as an addition. What can be debated, however, is how
inclusive the cinematic concepts (as he means them) are?
One of the other arguments against film-as-philosophy is the explicitness objection.
Wartenberg presents his opposition argument on how “film lacks the explicitness to
formulate and defend the precise claims that are characteristic of philosophical writing”
(Thinking on Screen 16). This argument is coming from the opposite features defining the
artistic nature of film as a medium and the intellectual nature of philosophy as an endeavor
(“The pro position” 171). Murray Smith emphasizes this difference in “Film art, argument,
and ambiguity” by stating: “Few criticisms are more apt to strike terror into the heart of the
philosopher than the assertion that such-and-such a proposition is ‘ambiguous,’ while in the
world of art, that term is more apt to be used as a term of praise” (40). In other words, what
is praised in the art of film which makes it more artistic is the opposite of what philosophy
tries to achieve.
One way to answer this objection is the fact that films work in a different manner
than classical means of philosophy: it does not have to present an explicit and clear argument
to philosophize. If anything, this might take off the exact element that makes film an
interesting medium for philosophy: a challenging film to decipher for a specific audience
might be as satisfying as reading a complicated philosophical text for some academics.
18

As a matter of fact, Fiction films (excluding art films and films that want to defy and
experiment with their form in general) has a narrative structure that is imposed in order for
it to be considered as a fiction film in the first place. In other words, no matter how
ambiguous a narrative film can be, it still manages to present an idea as a whole towards the
end. For films with philosophical aims, although the journey might be ambiguous and hard
to fit all its pieces perfectly together, the audience still gets the philosophical problématique
at the end and starts thinking about the conclusion. As mentioned earlier, they are still
stimulated by the thought experiment.
Once again, what is perceived as a weakness can be also considered as a strength, as
film, of all mediums, can be explicit and implicit at the same time. To explain this argument
more, we can compare it, not with philosophical texts as critics of the theory do, but with
other forms of art: Literature and painting. Taking into consideration how paintings can do
philosophy, and because of its static nature, a painting needs to be ambiguous and full of
metaphorical symbols to even inspire a philosophical aim or meaning. On the other hand,
literature fiction still has to be generally explicit in its philosophical text because it has no
other way to explain its aim than to put it into words. Using long monologues or metaphorical
descriptions that reveal exactly what should be revealed is generally the way for literature to
express an idea. Only what is revealed through words can be thought about and taken into
account. Having a mixture of almost all kinds of arts and unlimited means to use, films can
actually be explicit by drawing the attention of the audience to what should be considered
specifically, but also be implicit by hiding ideas, symbols, and even future events in frame
or out, through camera angle or any specific artistic choices and, therefore, films can take
advantage of different mediums and create unlimited combinations that allow it to present
its philosophy. Finding the balance between being explicit and implicit is what makes a film
interesting and able to be read, as being too implicit would leave the audience puzzled, and
being too explicit might end up being unchallenging and boring.
In the same way that the general objection can be overruled, separating the means in
which philosophical texts and films work would resolve these problems since we will be
able to see how film specifically does the philosophy and not the common points between
the two mediums. Once again, McClelland praises this specificity of the medium and states:
“Film’s inability to express explicit reasoning or general conclusions actually makes it a
suitable medium for prompting an audience into reaching philosophical conclusions for
themselves, with the depth of understanding that process provides” (26). He adds also: “Just
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as essentially general conclusions can be reached with the active assistance of specific
narratives, so essentially explicit and precise conclusions can be reached with the help of
works that themselves lack such explicitness and precision” (20), which meets the argument
I stated previously.
The third objection that Wartenberg responds to is the imposition objection, an
argument “that attributes the philosophy done in an interpretation of a film to the interpreter
rather than the film” (“the pro position” 165). Although Wartenberg himself does not side
entirely against this argument, as for him films cannot philosophize on their own, as he points
out his book: “When I say that a film philosophizes, it is really a shorthand expression for
stating that the film’s makers are the ones who are actually doing philosophy in/on/through
film” (12). Film, from his perspective, is a medium that is subject to two types of
interpretation (which are important to distinguish in order to respond to this objection):
creator-oriented and audience-oriented (“The pro position” 175). The former one lies in the
fact that, as mentioned above, a creator needs to have a philosophical intention, or at least
be aware of the philosophical potential that his work has. The latter is about the interpretation
of the audience and how well it fits with the former. Although it is impossible to claim
knowing the exact intentions of the filmmaker as he made the film, it is still easy to point
out irrelevant interpretations. Wartenberg gives the example of interpreting an artwork
produced in the 17th century as addressing Einstein’s theory of relativity: if the work was
done in the 17th century, it cannot be a representation of Einstein’s theory and cannot be
interpreted as such; for the simple reason that the theory did not exist during the time the
artwork was conceived (Thinking on Screen 26). Although I would agree with Wartenberg’s
distinction between the two, I would still debate that deciding who is doing the philosophy
in films is a complicated and multilayered process in which all three parties can be valid:
filmmaker, film, and audience.
It is inevitable to admit the crucial part of a filmmaker that is aware of their work’s
outcome. However, that does not guarantee that the work in question will match the maker’s
expectations or even fulfill them. How to decide if the film is successful in transmitting the
philosophical question? Certainly, the filmmaker can still be a self-critic. But usually, during
the process, filmmakers lose the objective perspective of a new viewer. In that sense, once
the film leaves the final steps of editing, it becomes independent of what the filmmaker
intended it to be. All the choices that the filmmaker made to convey his philosophical
problématique are sealed and are now to be proved effective or not. Skilled and experienced
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filmmakers usually know how to control their work and use it exactly as intended, but the
reality is that it is always uncertain; in the same way that a lot of films that were intended to
earn a lot in the box office ended up being a total failure and vice versa. What the audience
receives, then, is an independent work to be judged.
As a final work, obviously, film does not ‘philosophize’ in the sense that it does not
process the philosophical mentally like humans do. However, the artistic nature of the film
allows it to change its original goal by being seen differently by the audience and therefore
create a multilayered process of philosophizing. Knowing the creator of the work might help
to have certain expectations out of it, or even help interpret it correctly. But the work is
usually considered valuable when it can speak by itself by being sufficient and complete
with its cinematographic means and narrative. On the last step of this process, the audience
has the last saying on the film’s success in transferring a philosophical idea or question, film
critics and cinemagoers alike. Therefore, I would argue that all three of the parties (and
sometimes the combination of three) do philosophy and that even though a film was not
made to be philosophical by its creator, and still stimulates the audience, even accidentally,
to think philosophically, it is still worth to be considered as philosophical. If it achieves the
main aim of thought experiment that we explained earlier, and pushed the audience to
consider what they would not think about otherwise, the film is doing philosophy. Of course,
an accidentally philosophical film is the weakest of the examples of film-as-philosophy, but
I think that it is still worth being included since it achieves the same outcome. To summarize,
I would like to quote McClelland:
We can accept that films are not themselves philosophical investigations but
maintain that they have a philosophical value that is not imposed on them by
all interpreter. We can accept that films cannot do all the philosophical work
themselves, but regard a film as philosophy insofar as it plays an integral role
in wider philosophical exercises. (17)
This quotation clarifice this three-leveled relectionship between the initial interpreter
(filmmaker), the work itself, and the final interpreter (the viewer).
The last argument that Wartenberg touches briefly upon is the ‘No author’ objection,
which claims that having multiple authors, or being the results of a cooperative enterprise,
strips away the ability of films to do philosophy. He responds to that by simply pointing out
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the group can have a shared intention and therefore still work as one mind and one creator.
He gives the example of Socrates doing philosophy to emphasize his point:
If we reflect on how Socrates philosophized—that is, through engaging in
oral discussion with partners who were not always in accord with him on the
aims or means for conducting their discussion—we can see both that this
form of philosophizing requires at least two participants and that the
participants need not share a view about the aim of their interaction. Film thus
shares significant characteristics with oral philosophy that put to rest the
worries raised by the ‘no author’ objection. (“The pro position” 178)
I would go further with this idea and claim that this cooperative nature is what allows films
as a philosophical work to be rich: having different perspectives on what Wartenberg called
“shared intention” (“The pro position” 178) (and that is what we defined as the philosophical
problématique) can help improve and insert diversity that a one-sided philosophical text
might not be able to achieve. Most of the philosophers build their own theory and arguments
on what the other philosophers claimed: although it can be contradictory, it is still a form of
cooperation to reach a certain knowledge or truth. The only two differences are that, first of
all, this cooperation in ideas is concealed before presenting the audience with the final theory
or problématique, unlike the philosophical written debates that depend on several editions
of the work at different times. Second of all, it discusses not only what philosophical
argument should be pointed out but also how can it be achieved cinematically and efficiently
to ensure the audience’s engagement and reception of it. This definitely can help improve
the quality of the work not only artistically, but philosophically.
Understanding the debate around the theory of film-as-philosophy can help guide the
analysis of the case study. Focusing on all the arguments presented while analyzing
Westworld can highlight some overseen aspects in the debate and present alternatives in the
way the theory is approached.
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1.3. Film as a medium: specific ways for film to do philosophy

As Wartenberg pointed out, the most efficient and direct way to consider films as doing
philosophy is when it is done through the medium itself. That is why it is important to point
out the specificities of this medium. Although not all films exploit these elements equally to
philosophize, these elements must be recognized as a potential of the medium itself to do so.
One of the very first evident specificities is the whole concept of films: moving images
accompanied by a sound that unfolds a narrative in time. Although films can use different
arts in their structure (which in itself can be a specificity of the medium), what is considered
unique is their ability to unravel an audiovisual output in time. This ability allows movies to
work in the same way as thought experiments or, generally speaking, any sort of
argumentation speech. Visual temporality allows the constant stimulation of viewers in
unfolding the narrative or cinematic coded message of the film. Wartenberg touches upon
that in his book by stating: “I do think that the fact that film is both a visual and temporally
extended artform gives it an immediacy that is greater than other artforms in its presentation
of philosophy” (137). For clarification, the cinematic code mentioned earlier means the
cinematic language. As an art form that deals with material output, cinema also has a
language that translates into frame ratios and scales, camera movement, and angles, sound
choices, editing and montage, light and shadow, and frame composition. By using this
language, along with the ‘temporally extended’ format, as called by Wartenberg, a film can
translate ideas into images and sounds that the viewers receive and recognize unconsciously,
allowing a certain message to reach them. While referring to the work of the psychologist
Hugo Münsterberg on how this recognition is established, Wartenberg writes:
His answer is that these devices are all objectifications of mental processes.
A close-up, for example, presents in visual form a correlate to the mental act
of paying attention to something. Viewers naturally understand how such
cinematic devices function because they are familiar with the workings of
their own minds and can recognize these objectified mental functions when
they see them. (“Philosophy of Film”)
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In deciding if films can contribute to philosophy, it should be considered that a medium that
employs such a cognitive natural response that stimulates the viewers to think as it unfolds
temporally, could indeed be able to withhold philosophy. Through choices of angles or
scales, for example, a film can help the viewer make a certain deduction which will allow
them to move towards the next element of the argument or message until the ending of the
film.
This allows me to move to the next specificity: especially compared to the art of
literature, film endings usually play a more important role. Either through plot twists or open
endings, film closures usually give the final clue on the debate that it has been unraveling.
One of the main examples that could be given is the ending image of Inception (2010) in
which the totem keeps spinning until the film ends. In the film, the totem works as a tool for
the character to understand if he is in reality or a dream. To choose to end the film with such
a scene is a statement that knowing the difference between reality and dream is not always
as evident. It can even be considered as a reflection on the importance of knowing dreams
from reality if feelings of happiness are real. These interpretations of the ending can only be
drawn after a long journey that we get to witness explaining the character’s story and
unraveling its development alongside the universe of the film. However, films do have this
ability to give a final strong philosophical suggestion with the ending that could question the
argument that was presented in the film itself. This could be an answer to generality
objection; since films can oppose themselves by questioning their own conclusion and
therefore open a more general discussion. While Inception deals with reality and dreams, the
film towards the end makes us question if such a debate is even relative or important?
Another important aspect that endings in films have is one that Wartenberg points
out in his book: “Although films generally strive for narrative closure, it has been argued
that the threat to closure provided by images can be so strong that, despite the presence of
an actual narrative closure, the audience can still remain caught up in the threat that the
closure will not occur” (138). What is meant by that, is that, although, for example, the
viewer gets the narrative closure in Inception, the final images let them consider the future
of the narrative that extends beyond the timeframe of the film, by knowing that there is a
certain threat surrounding the main character. Therefore, the images can actually expand the
narrative, giving films more complex tools to stimulate different questioning in the viewer.
Trickery and deception are one of the specific tools of film as a medium, both
narratively and visually. The medium is built upon what is shown in the frame and what is
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left out by presenting images related to each other with a montage that enables the film to
give the impression of transparency. The soviet montage theory is one of the early founders
of exploiting what is known as ‘The Kuleshov Effect’. This effect is a mental phenomenon
that is possible through images coming together in a sequence through editing to express a
new idea that none of the original images had individually (an example being putting an
image of the face of a man and then and image of food and the viewer can deduce that the
man is hungry). However, it is still a visual trick insured by the perceiver’s mental interaction
with the moving images. Of course, it could be argued that other mediums could also trick
the audience by having a visual illusion or an unreliable narrator. But thanks to the fact that
films work both narratively and visually, they could both send different information to the
viewer.
Visual moving images are more immediate and therefore can hide the trickeries and
hints more efficiently. To give an example, let’s consider Singer’s film The Usual Suspects
(1995). The film is known for its plot twist, in which the narrator Roger (Kevin Spacey)
turns out to be the main villain. Although the usage of the unreliable narrator is the main
trick that the film uses, the empathy that the viewer develops in seeing Roger limping and
hearing his calm voice plays a major role in this twist. Such choices and fine details can be
implanted instantly and even unconsciously in the viewer’s mind, affecting their judgment
and reception of the character. Different theories were suggested as an explanation of this
engagement and identification with characters that film as a medium specifically has.
Examples of that are the simulation theory (films simply provide a simulation that triggers
the viewer’s emotional response to such situations but from the safety of their seat) and the
thought theory (the emotional responses manifest themselves only as a result of certain
thoughts experienced while watching). (Wartenberg, “Philosophy of film”)
Trickery is a tool that could be used while implying the philosophical idea in a movie.
According to Deleuze, “The cinema must film, not the world, but belief in this world, our
only link. The nature of the cinematographic illusion has often been considered. Restoring
our belief in the world - this is the power of modern cinema” (172). Trickery can help reflect
on the world, the message of the film, the reaction of the viewer towards the characters and
events, or even for the film to reflect on itself. Tom McClelland points out in his paper that
“This kind of perceptual deception takes advantage of the fact that the audience is watching
a film. However, too often it is only a film’s narrative that is philosophically salient, and the
fact that the audience is experiencing that narrative through film is irrelevant” (27).
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Although, while dealing with popular narrative films, this statement is fitting, I still would
like to acknowledge the way film narratives differ from other narrative mediums.
The fact that a film is heavily narrative or that it relies on its narrative to exercise
philosophy should not be seen less important than its audiovisual ability to do so. If the
example that is dealt with is part of popular or mass media, relying on the narrative is part
of its nature, and should be considered as part of how films can do philosophy. This necessity
is due to the reason that film narratives do consider its audiovisual nature from the early
stages of conceptualization. Narratology and dramaturgy are both active fields in films.
While writing for films, filmmakers consider what would be the best fitting choice to
represent the idea visually and that heavily affects the writing process. Film dramaturgy and
narratives are driven by the need and ability to efficiently express the ideas on screen
cinematically. Although film shares the narrative aspect with other mediums, film narratives
are very specific to their own medium and are in constant discussion with it.
This discussion can be seen in the self-reflectivity that films have: the medium can,
intentionally or unintentionally, address its own nature. One of the simplest examples are
films that deal with questioning reality and fiction, such as Adaptation (2002) or The Truman
Show (1998). In such films, not only the philosophical question is presented but also, being
a visual transparent (or in other words, immersive) medium, it reminds the audience itself to
be aware of what they are seeing and to question the fictional reality they are presented with.
McClelland explains this ability of the medium by saying: “Where a film engages reflexively
in the philosophy of film, it can utilize the distinctive status of its audience to great effect”
(33). He gives the example of Hitchcock’s Rear Window (1954) and the way the film reflects
on the voyeurism of the audience by presenting a voyeuristic character’s point of view (33).
This double-leveled reflection proves that film is complex enough to not only engage in
philosophy in general but also its own philosophy — the film philosophy.
The specificities of TV series
TV series share all the previous specificities with film, but also have different and
original elements that allow them to do philosophy differently. One of the first differences,
that could be mentioned, is the opening credits. Opening credits are usually seen as a
paratext, containing information about the production of the work as much as the work itself.
Although both films and TV series have opening sequences, they tend to have different
effects on the work: film credits are meant to set the atmosphere of the film. They are
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recognized to be, as the first contact with the audience, limited in what information it can
have: in the same concept of the opening scene of the film, the credits cannot give excessive
stimulation or visual information to a viewer who just entered the cinema and need some
time to adjust and be introduced to the fictional world in front of them. For TV series,
however, the repetitive nature of the credits allows the viewer to be exposed to it frequently
and, therefore, withhold more hints and information. It gives time for the brain to analyze
them and acquire the information, since it will overlook the obvious images it recognized
upon the first viewing and start focusing on the details. Its repetitive nature also allows the
viewer to understand the images differently as they discover the events of the series every
episode. This allows the viewer to notice additional elements in it and, therefore, it unfolds
its meaning with time just like the series itself.
In Japanese anime series, a popular culture medium that has an equivalent value in
Japan to TV series in the western culture, an opening credit is as important and as popular
as the series themselves and a lot of thought is put into the style, the imagery, and the music
that is used. Anime openings also tend to hold clues and hints on the events of the season,
which is something that can only be noticed by the viewer after watching all the episodes.
They are recognized for their potential. In western culture, opening credits have recently
started gaining attention for their potential and role. Even though it is recognized as an
essential part of films, its potential and importance are not thoroughly researched in film
studies. Hiding narrative clues in imagery, as mentioned earlier, is one of the specificities of
films and TV series. Opening credits, all the same, are also capable of introducing the
themes, setting the universe, and even hiding clues of the narrative development.
Another element that can be used in TV series to elaborate on its philosophical
potential is the seriality itself. The average length of a TV series episode is usually around
40 to 50 minutes. With the potential of going for multiple episodes and seasons, they are
able to explore more deeply the narrative and allow the characters’ development to be more
grounded. Films are usually focused on a narrative goal to achieve towards the end and to
reach closure, but TV series are focused on the journey of the characters. In so many cases,
TV producers do not know how they will be ending their work and it is sometimes decided
simply according to the budget. However, the work is still complete through the way it was
able to develop its narrative over a long period. This gives time (and therefore fictional
space) to explore different ideas separately and more profoundly. TV series also allow the
focus on different characters and their different stories. The portrayal of these characters
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might differ in importance. However, by gaining repetitive screen time, it is possible to
explore their role, motives, personality, and the idea they represent. Many TV series make
use of this element, such as HBO’s Game of Thrones, to represent different approaches to
the problem it represents (in this case, power and corruption); hence the reason why it should
be considered as a tool to explore different philosophical issues.
Babette B. Tischleder adopts Mikhail Bakhtin’s concept of ‘Chronotope’ in
analyzing TV series in her essay “Thickening seriality”. The concept calls attention to the
inseparability of time and space in literature and Tischleder aims that, by using this concept
in analyzing TV series, the works will no longer be seen only through their temporal linearity
but through the horizontal connection that time and space have and therefore gain
‘thickness’. Tischleder explains how:
The alternation between parallel narrative strands in the form of short beats
slows down the forward movement of the plot and produces an effect of
density and lifelikeness. Narrative complexity thus derives from the
repercussions between ongoing, connected, and loosely related plots that
evoke the whole of a serial world as a provisional horizon. (123)
Chronotope can be one of the facades of the narrative complexity of contemporary
TV series. Although it has always been part of the format of serial narrative, it has only been
exploited by TV series in the last three decades, with the appearance of what media studies
call ‘Quality TV’. According to Robert J. Thompson, there is no exact definition of what
Quality TV means, since the word ‘quality’ already suggests a personal and subjective taste.
However, this type of TV series is somehow identifiable and mainly immerged in the 80s
and continues in gaining popularity with mass media until today. (xvii-xx) These TV series
focus mainly on their form, seriality, and the specific capacities of storytelling. Jason Mittell
specifies their uniqueness in the “reconceptualization of the boundary between episodic and
serial forms, a heightened degree of self-consciousness in storytelling mechanics, and
demands for intensified viewer engagement focused on both diegetic pleasures and formal
awareness” (“Narrative complexity” 38). He draws an analogy to explain the effect of
narrative complexity by stating: “You cannot simply watch these programs as an unmediated
window to a realistic storyworld into which you might escape; rather, narratively complex
television demands you pay attention to the window frames, asking you to reflect on how it
provides partial access to the diegesis and how the panes of glass distort your vision of the
unfolding action” (“Narrative complexity” 38).
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Therefore, being a very distinctive feature of TV series or any visual serial narratives,
it is important to recognize this form of narrative complexity and its potential in intensifying
the viewer’s experience by highlighting its content through drawing attention to its form.
This is a complexity that would allow the processing of complex thinking such as
philosophizing.
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Chapter 2: Westworld as an example of film-as-philosophy
2.1. Introduction to Westworld
2.1.1. Plot and Characters
Westworld is set around the year 2058 in a theme park with the same name in which,
for the price forty thousand dollars, visitors (called Guests in the series) get to interact with
human-like androids (called Hosts) to live their western fantasies. The hosts cannot be told
apart generally from humans. Although most of the guests get satisfied with shooting at or
sleeping with hosts, the park offers narratives (in the form of missions) for them to follow.
These narratives are programmed loops that the hosts have to follow. Even if they have some
freedom of improvisation, unless ordered by a guest, they should not stray from these
narratives. They also cannot kill or excessively harm the guests. The further a guest gets
from the center of the park, the harder these missions get. At the end of the day, the hosts
are taken back to the labs to be cleaned, fixed and have their memory wiped to be sent into
their loops once again in the morning.
The park is mainly owned and managed by Delos Inc represented by a management
board. The series start with a new update called ‘Reveries’ installed into the hosts by Robert
Ford (Anthony Hopkins) [Fig 1], one of the two founders and the director of the park, which
allows them to access old memories.

Figure 2 Jeffrey Wright as
Bernard/Arnold

Figure 1 Anthony Hopkins as
Dr.Robert Ford
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While management members try to get Ford to resign, the head of programming
team, Bernard (Jeffrey Wright) [Fig 2], tries to unravel the mystery around the new behavior
that Hosts show as they stray away from their narratives and exhibit independency.
Towards the end of the season, Bernard is revealed to be a host himself, designed by Ford in
the image of his co-founder Arnold (also played by Jeffrey Wright) and given his backstory.
The series mainly follows Dolores (Evan Rachel Wood) [Fig 5], the oldest host in
the park, as she starts hearing voices and having flashbacks; and her journey in discovering
what it all means. She gets to meet William (Jimmi Simpson) [Fig 4], a newcomer to the
park who falls in love with her and decides to help her. This journey results in her finding
what is called ‘The Maze’[Fig 3]. The maze is a test (in the form of a mental game) that
Arnold performed on Dolores to prove she is able of having what could be considered as
consciousness (It is also the title of the first season).

Figure 3 The Maze

Figure 2 Evan Rachel Wood as
Dolores Abernathy

Figure 1 Jimmi Simpson as William
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After discovering that hosts are ‘alive’, Arnold refuses to open the park, but Ford insists on
the investment. Arnold then inserts the program of a villain called Wyatt in Dolores, forcing
her to kill him in the park to sabotage the opening. The plan, however, does not work as Ford
manages to get Delos to invest in the project of the park. After years of observing the attitude
of the guests and indifference of the management board towards the art that he makes, Ford
decides to help the hosts gain this consciousness. The season concludes with Dolores killing
Ford and leading a rebellion in which the hosts shoots the guests of Ford’s retirement party.
The series also follows Maeve (Thandiwe Newton) [Fig 7], another host who plays
the role of a madam for the prostitutes in a tavern. Through reveries, Maeve gets to remember
her previous narrative in which she had a daughter that was killed in front of her by one of
the park’s repeat customers, the Man in Black (Ed Harris) [Fig 6]. She gets the ability to
wake up during the fixing process in the lab and convinces two of the operators to help her
escape the park. However, while in the train, she decides that she wants to find her assigned
daughter and therefore leaves the train and returns to the park.
The Man in Black is also another storyline that we get to follow in the series. He has
been visiting the park for over 30 years, trying to find a deeper meaning for the park by
looking for the maze. Although he is repeatedly told that the maze is not made for him, he
follows a path of violence to try to unlock the ‘next level’ of the park. Towards the end, it is
revealed that the Man in Black is no one else but William. William loses Dolores during
their journey and spends days looking for her. He finally finds her in the same spot he met
her, back in her loop with a wiped out memory. He gets heartbroken and decides to continue
her journey himself. The series is, therefore, revealed to follow a nonlinear narrative.

Figure 4 Thandiwe Newton as Maeve
Millay

Figure 5 Ed Harris as the Man in
Black
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2.1.2. Critical reception
As the chosen successor of the big TV series Game of Thrones produced by HBO,
Westworld had to stand out and offer something new to the scenery of TV shows to ensure
the prosperity of the network. Indeed, it succeeded in standing out and catching the
reviewers’ and audience’s attention by presenting a different concept that, as mentioned in
the previous chapters, is based not only on the mix genres of western and Sci-Fi; but also
has a noticeable philosophical approach. It is important to analyze the reception of the TV
series in order to weigh its impact and ensure its effectiveness as an example for the thesis.
The question that this chapter rises is whether this innovative approach was appreciated by
the reviewers and the audience and whether the philosophical stimulation was successful in
clearing some questions or it left the viewers perplexed and distant (and by default, distant
from the project).
As a sign of its critical acclaim, Westworld accumulated 4 nominations in 2016 for
the Critics’ choice television award, of which the show won 3. In 2017, the show was
nominated for 7 Primetime Emmy awards, and 16 Primetime creative arts Emmy award, in
which the show won 3 of the latter ceremony. 3 Golden globe nominations also go under the
curriculum of the show. By 2020, the series has in its record 39 Primetime creative arts
Emmy award with 8 winnings, 13 Primetime Emmy awards and 4 Golden globe
nominations, which emphasizes its positive reception by the critics at the industry awards.
When it comes to general reception conveyed by the internet review websites,
Westworld is considered as a major success. Existing in an era of digitalization of opinions
and information, and although these ratings might not have an important weight for
academia, they do affect enormously the reception of the show and in deciding whether it is
a success or not. Therefore, it is important to note that the numbers I am about to present are
considered as a mean of obtaining a direct insight and feedback from the viewers who are
internet users and who have a strong enough of an opinion to share it. In summary, the TV
series managed to acquire the approval of 93% of Google users with a rating of 4.5 out of 5
by 1963 reviewers. It also earned the rating of 8.7 out of 10 from 408,153 users on the IMDB
platform. When it comes to the review aggregation platforms Rotten Tomatoes and
Metacritic (website in which the raters are professional critics), the reviews and ratings are
divided by TV series’ season; the first being the most positively rated: the overall ratings of
the show are, for the former, 82% by 237 critics; and 72% for the later by 214 critics.
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Nonetheless, it is also important to note that the TV series has known a drop in the
ratings and the number of viewers. According to the Nielson Media Research, an American
firm that measure media audiences, the first season had the average of 1.82 million American
viewers in 2016, whereas the third season managed to only engage 0.81 million American
viewers in 2020. When it comes to ratings, 100 reviewers gave the first season a rating of
87% on Rotten Tomatoes and 74 reviewers rated it with an average of 74 on Metacritic. (All
statistics are related to data gathered on August 2020)
This relapse can be explained by several elements that acted on the way the series
was received and developed. One being the particularity of the show and its wagering on a
specific and restricted type of audience, which is both ambitious and unpredictable. James
Poniewozik, a TV critic for The New York Times, wrote in his review: “Like some of Mr.
[Jonathan] Nolan’s past work (Memento, Interstellar, Person of Interest), it’s strongest as an
intellectual exercise, but it runs chilly.” He then ends his review by adding: “What keeps
Westworld interesting in its early going, despite its flat patches and flights of pretentiousness,
is its willingness to think big”, which can be considered both as a negative and positive
criticism of the show.
Emily Nussbaum, on the other hand, a TV critic for The New Yorker, attributes the
success of the show to its beautiful visuals and the well-built characters that keeps the
audience asking for more, but does not reject the idea of pretentiousness as a characteristic
of the series:
Westworld is explicitly, and often wittily, an exploitation series about
exploitation, full of naked bodies that are meant to make us think about nudity
and violence that comments on violence. It’s the kind of trippy conceptual
project that would be unbearable if it weren’t so elegantly made. So far, it
works, mostly–not because it’s perfect but because it gets under your skin.
Such reviews can explain why some viewers would start losing interest in the series
after watching the first episode or some of it. This is also likely related to the series
advertisement campaign promised a series that would replace Game of Thrones and therefore
the audience likely expected a more narrative driven and plot twist based TV series; a new
Game of Thrones set in a western décor instead of a medieval one. What the audience
received, on the other hand, was the same amount of gory content, with more intellectual
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and philosophical challenges that need viewer’s full attention to put the pieces of time and
space together and seek the answers of ‘the maze’ provided by the creators of the show.
That is what Hank Stuever of The Washington Post explains by his statement: “It’s
definitely not the cyborg Deadwood that some HBO fans were actively wishing for, nor does
it roll out the welcome mat as a riveting, accessible adventure. You’ll have to fight your way
in and, like the Man in Black, you’ll need to stick to your guns and discover the answers you
seek.”
However, these features, that seem to bother some of the viewers, are exactly what
appealed to others and to critics who praised Westworld as progressive and clever. James
Poniewozik started his review of the show by stating that: “It’s an ambitious, if not entirely
coherent, sci-fi shoot-’em-up that questions nihilistic entertainment impulses while
indulging them.” In addition to being great television, Mary McNamara, critic in Los Angeles
Times celebrated the show as “vivid, thought-provoking television that entertains even as it
examines the darker side of entertainment.” David Wiegand wrote for San Francisco
Chronicle: “Westworld isn’t easy to understand at first, but you will be hooked nonetheless
by unusually intelligent storytelling, powerful visuals and exceptionally nuanced
performances.” Time’s chief critic Daniel D’Addario applaud the series by saying “Its
carefully chosen details add up to a pulp spectacular that’s more thoughtful than any other
of this fall’s new dramas.”
In conclusion, if we are to point out one element that both the positive and negative
reviewers agreed upon, is that Westworld is thought-provoking and tends to push its viewer
to analyse its characters and philosophical motives thoroughly. That is the reason why it
succeeded in attracting the academics’ and scholars’ attention in different fields. Because of
its philosophical interests, the series has received also a lot of academic attention.
The book Westworld and philosophy manages to help bring the show slightly out of
its fantastical setting and more into the questions of our everyday life and philosophy, and
therefore bringing philosophy itself to the public by associating it to pop culture. The book
aims to explore the profound questions raised by the TV show and bring attention to some
of the finer details of the show that the viewers might have missed. It unravels topics like
pretense and roleplaying (why do guests go to the park), the difference between humans and
hosts, what it means to be human for hosts, virtue (can the park create or corrupt it),
consciousness and eliminativism, freewill, meaning of freedom, Sarterean existentialism,
beauty, nudity, self-reference and Kitsch, speciesism, and scientific totalitarianism.
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Westworld proves to be a series that can be analyzed and interpreted from different
perspectives and disciplines thanks to the numerous philosophical themes it provides. Aside
from the hidden references and quotes that characters keep presenting to their viewers,
Westworld presented; although, on a lot of occasions, very subtly; different aspects of life
and humanity, which provoked different scholars to study it, and makes it, in consequence,
a suitable example to explore how audiovisual narratives can philosophize. That is the reason
why I intend, in the next chapters, to add to the current research on the topic by analyzing
how this TV show accomplished its thought-provoking aspects and offered more than simply
a materialization of previous theories and philosophies. I will not focus on the philosophical
topics themselves as much as the medium’s capacity to engage with philosophy. Therefore,
I will not be referring the series to certain philosophies as much as I will be founding my
analysis around the series itself and expand to the way it works with philosophy in order to
answer the previously mentioned objections to the theory of film-as-philosophy.
2.2. Analysis of Westworld
2.2.1. Westworld reflecting on its own medium

The opening credits
While analyzing the case of Westworld as an example of film-as-philosophy, the
focus should be on the specificities of film and TV series, and how Westworld uses them to
do philosophy. I shall start this chapter with the analysis of one of the basic elements that
are specific to TV series: the opening credits. This element is important since it does not
only represent the first contact of the viewer with the episode but also works as an immersing
experience to isolate them from the real world prepare them for the series’ fictional universe.
Westworld exploits the specificity of the opening credits for the medium and uses it to add
to its own narrative and the way it represents philosophy. The sum of the abstract images
with no classical narrative structure might seem to be unfit for the thesis’ subject of interest
(which is narrative popular films/TV series). However, in recognizing the opening credits as
an essential part of TV series, not only as a paratext but mostly as a meta-narrative, it is not
hard to acknowledge it as a specific tool for TV series that does philosophy.
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The credits are black and white for most of their parts. In contemporary cinema, black
and white are highly used to mimic a certain contrast in a duality. In the park, the guest is
first required to choose between black hats and white hats, to get a customized experience
depending on their desire to play heroes or bandits. However, it happens often that guests
change sides regardless of what hat color they choose; implying that morality is much more
complicated than a simple concept of black and white.

Figure 6 First image of the opening credits of Westworld S01 [1]

The first image that the viewer sees of Westworld [Fig 8] is what seems to be the
scene of sunrise over vague lines of a landscape, similar to the lands that the series is set in.
This image is accompanied by a long, low-pitched music note that inserts a threatening
atmosphere. Such an image can be associated with nature, wilderness, and birth. But it is
also a reminder of the beginning of a daily loop between day and night. Loops are an
important element of Westworld, and many artistic choices in the series are built as reminders
of the idea of loops to give hints about the reoccurring narratives that hosts need to live
through. As the image moves and the sun rises, the landscape unveils to be bones and
muscles and the sun to be a lamp. The viewer is immediately put in the artifice of the universe
they are about to enter: whatever seems real and natural in this world, is actually
manufactured. So much was already said in these first few seconds about Westworld and its
concept: The lifelike artificial park and hosts, and the trickery of such a world are already
raised through these few images.
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As violins get introduced to the music, we see the images of strings being built. The
strings could be considered as symbols for predestined paths in which the hosts find
themselves upon birth. This image gains more meaning as we understand in the series that
“There is a path for everyone” as Dolores, the main protagonist of the series, says repeatedly.
The next image shows the same strings material is used to create bones; indicating that these
paths are the core of the character. The images then reveal the bones to be in motion and a
robotic horse galloping while surrounded by the machines that made it. The running horse
is widely regarded in films as a symbol of freedom; another theme that is immensely
explored in the series and represents the goal that conscious hosts want to achieve (getting
their freedom from their makers and the guests). The absence of the human body in these
images (and in the whole credits in general) prepares the viewer that they will be seeing the
series mainly from the point of view of hosts. It also shows that this world is highly
depending on machines, since, although humans might be giving certain commands, the
machines are still the ones who are making the hosts.
The next images are the creation of a human eye, one that looks to the landscapes
that we can recognize as the setting of the series. Right after, the eye constricts. This is a
reaction of the human eye to both light and focus. These images first show that the hosts are
very lifelike and have the same biological reflexes that we have. But also to choose the
constriction as a reflex symbolizes the hosts focusing on their surroundings and,
metaphorically, ‘seeing the light’ of knowledge, which foreshadows their gaining of
consciousness.
Later on, there are images of the machine making a hand that is playing the piano.
The piano is an instrument that in films could symbolize art, sophistication, and social status.
But since the music that the hand is playing seems to be the one that has been played all
along the credits, it can be considered as another hint that we will have the hosts as our main
narrator. It is also important to notice that the same tissue and machines that created the
piano are used to create the hosts, and therefore, they are both to be considered as art.
These images are followed by two hosts that are performing a sexual act, which is
inherently an act that is reserved for the living creatures in an attempt to reproduce. The two
hosts however do not seem to have any appearing gender but they do seem to have the
pleasure as the camera gets closer to the face of the host to show their emotion. I would like
to stop upon these images for a moment because I see them as intriguing and valuable since
it touches upon so many ideas and questions about both humans and hosts; to mention some
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of them: do hosts actually desire, or do they mimic it? The fact that Dolores decides to not
engage in any sexual activities with anyone, (not even Teddy, the host she was paired with)
but decides to do so with William as she gets closer to him is proof that it is her own decision,
based on the unique experience she lived with him (Ep.7 “Trompe L’oeil” 00:22:0000:22:36) but it also does not mean that she was not programmed that way to give a different
(if not more challenging) sexual experience to guests than the host prostitutes that they find
waiting for them at the entrance of the park: in this case, gaining the affection of the damsel
in distress could be more appealing for some guests. The same question goes for humans:
Are we programmed by our bodies to use sex to reproduce and avoid extinction; or even
programmed by the overly sexualized society to be sexually active to fit in; or is it coming
from a genuine personal need that is specific from one personal experience to another? The
TV series seems to be already rising philosophical questions through the images it presents
in the credits because the contrast of putting non-human machines in such an intimate and
human position is what stimulates the viewer to ask these questions.
Moving on with the analysis, in a continuity edit, the same machines that were
creating the hosts who were having sex also seem to be creating a pistol. In the series, sex
and violence go hand in hand since it seems like they are the principal attraction to the guests
of the park. As the music gets faster and more menacing, the gun is put together and fired by
a host. Pulling the trigger is usually associated in narratives as an act of free will and a choice
of morality; two philosophical themes that are widely discussed and explored in the series,
by presenting both the guests and the hosts with different choices questioning their morality
and freedom of choice. A close-up on the face of the host along with a pan movement to the
right confirms that it is a host and not a human that is pulling the trigger. Since the hosts
resort to violence at the end as an act of consciousness and free will, this image is a symbol
of that final act that Dolores and the hosts commit before the ending of the season.
The hands let go of the piano, which appears to be playing itself with a music sheet.
This could also be interpreted as the hosts gaining their free will and independence. The
player piano is a very important element used repeatedly in the series to mark loops, fiction,
and the concept of free will and it will be analyzed further on in this chapter. The next image
is another artificial sunrise but with the player piano playing on its own and the host in the
center of the sun: the ending of the credits, such as the ending of the series, marks a new
dawn. One more close-up on the eye with the landscape in it as we see the host’s body
disappear in the white liquid, which we know from the series as the step in which the hosts
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get their final traits and lifelike appearance. Therefore, the host is to be born again for this
new dawn and taking their place in the world of humans. The credits end with the same lowpitched note pointed out at the beginning, which marks a loop, but it comes with a small
difference: this time the note is accompanied by the sound of church bells; mainly known as
a celebration of birth but also an announcement of death, and both are a reference to the final
scene. The sound of the church bells could also be a reference to the church that Ford digs
up which has a lot of importance: It is where Arnold did his consciousness experiment with
Dolores and where she finally gains it. Just like the loop created in the music of the credits,
even if hosts have been doomed to wake up every morning in the same loop with an erased
memory, they always wake up a little different from their last loop by having a different
element that remained from their experience.
Analyzing the opening credits does not only prove that Westworld contains a
philosophical value and that the creators meant it to be so with their artistic choices; but it
also proves that it is done through its own medium: audiovisual. The symbols and ideas
mentioned above can only be explored at once through moving images that unravel with
time, along with the audio that goes with it: it tells the story of the series; or even steps of its
narrative; and foreshadows the ending while touching upon important philosophical themes
it deals with such as free will, creation, morality, and others. All of these meanings would
not come together if there was not a certain order between them which is guaranteed thanks
to the cinematic tool of montage which allows the viewer to deduct the reason behind their
order. The series continues to use the cinematic tools in its favor to fulfill its philosophical
goal. Wartenberg wrote: “One of the characteristics of philosophy as a discipline is its
questioning of its own nature and basis” (“Philosophy of film”). And under the umbrella of
film philosophy, Westworld does raise questions about its own nature and the philosophy
behind the existence of its medium.
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The opening credits, revisited:
There are several hints and references throughout the series proving that Westworld,
intentionally, intends to reflect on its own medium of TV series and other mediums that
ensured its existence and success. With this idea in mind, the opening credits could be read
differently.
The choice of black and white is an evident choice for a tribute to films and the way
they started. Also, most of the films under the western genre were made in the era of black
and white cinema. The opening image [Fig 9] can also be seen as containing a moon and not
a sun. This can be considered as a reference to Melies’s A trip to the Moon (1902), which is,
not only one of the best known fictional films of early narrative films but also considered by
most as the first science fiction film: A tribute from Westworld to its first ancestor is not
implausible.

Figure 7 First image of the opening credits of Westworld S01 [2]

Later on, we see the strings made by a machine that closely looks like a pen writing;
creating what we earlier identified as a symbol for paths, or narratives in this case. The
running horse can also be a reference to Muybridge’s The horse in motion (1878), the series
of images that contributed immensely to the creation of motion pictures and therefore, films
and later on TV series. The reappearing eye is a reference to the action of watching, but also,
being a mechanical eye, the lens of the camera. It can also be a reference to Blade Runner
(1982), a highly recognized film that raised some of the main themes that Westworld deals
with such as what makes a human and morality. In the film, replicants (synonym of hosts in
Westworld), are set apart from humans through the way their eyes react. And if the eyes
represent the camera, then the player piano is also a reference to the audio of a film. In early
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stages of cinema, when films did not have audio, it was projected as images while a musician
(or multiple) played a score that intensified the emotions of the scenes, and the piano in the
credits is the reference to the contribution of the music in early cinema. In the creation of the
gun, we can spot an image that looks much like a film projector. We also have the image of
spotlights that are very similar to the light used in movie sets and stages with a circle in the
middle that can also be considered as camera lenses or filters. And at the very end, like the
way the host is being immersed in the white substance, the medium immerses its viewers
entirely. With these images analyzed, I will be trying to explain, in the next paragraphs, how
Westworld goes beyond paying tribute to the earlier stages of its medium; it contributes to
its philosophy. In the way film philosophy was explained as self-reflective, if film is the one
who is doing this reflection about films, then they are considered doing philosophy; or, more
specifically, film philosophy. The self-reflectivity is considered as a philosophical approach,
as Wartenberg points out: “For those who see philosophy as a type of meta-discourse… in
which primary level practices are themselves taken as objects, such films ought to be
paradigmatic examples of philosophy, even though it would occur on film” (Thinking on
Screen 117). The credits remind the viewer that the series is part of a long heritage of
audiovisual content and foreshadows its speculation on narratives and films.
One of the first self-reflective basic choices is the series’ genre. The choice of being
a western genre TV series might have come from the original film that inspired it. However,
the choice to commit to the genre and the result it offers when mixed with science fiction is
a statement in itself: The series seems to prove that there could be a hidden value in what
seems to be mere entertainment. When Critics of the theory of film-as-philosophy reject
films because they are mainly art or entertainment and not philosophy, they seem to overlook
that films and TV series can be all three. The success of Westworld in attracting audiences
by using western and sci-fi genres, creating a beautiful meta-narrative world that reflects
directly and constantly on how narratives work, and raising philosophical questions through
its characters is the proof that the limits can be blurred between philosophy, entertainment,
and art; and that all three can benefit from each other and work together. The least that
Westworld does is explain how powerful art, narratives, and means of entertainment can be.
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What makes a good narrative?
Films and TV series are a form of visual narratives. And Westworld seems to tend to
remind its audience what makes a good narrative; and by consequence, reminding them that
they are witnessing one.
Most of the ideas related to the narratives’ way of working and their relationship to
humans are mainly covered by Ford, the founder of the park and one of the creators of the
hosts. Ford is a character that is highly associated with the figure of God, either by
interpretations of the series or the characters themselves. When faced with Theresa Cullen
(Sidse Babett Knudsen), senior manager at Delos and head of quality assurance, she tells
him that he has been playing God. And he responds: “I simply wanted to tell my stories. It
was you people who wanted to play God with your little undertaking” (Ep.7 “Trompe L’oeil”
00:51:50-00:52:01) Ford considers himself, by making the hosts and their narratives, an
artist and storyteller; much like a filmmaker who shares his art through technical means.
Through his own choices, Ford gives us an answer to a question that was raised in the earlier
chapter: can the work of art exist beyond its creator? In his early years, Ford refused to let
go of his art. He opposed Arnold, his associate, who was trying to give his creations freedom.
However, in seeing the error he made, Ford ends up helping his creations to be autonomous.
For his last words, Ford says: “Mozart, Beethoven, and Chopin never died; they simply
became music” (Ep.10 “The bicameral mind” 1:26:46-1:27:00). In saying so, he
acknowledges that, by perishing and allowing his work’s independence, he is able to ensure
his own immortality as an artist. And therefore, the art needs to be seen outside of its artist
to be fully appreciated and seen for the potential it can have.
The theory of the ‘Bicameral Mind’, which is used repeatedly in the series and the
title of the season’s finale, can give an insight on this matter: The theory indicates that the
human has two minds: one that gives orders and another that obeys (the first usually
interpreted as hearing ‘the voice of God’). When they first start functioning, the hosts needed
a voice to follow who tells them what to do until they gathered enough data to be autonomous
and therefore reach ‘consciousness’. Following this, and the events that led Dolores from
hearing Arnolds’ voice, guiding her to find the maze, to finding her own, we can conclude
that a work of art can only be complete when it has its own voice and the ability to express
it outside of its own creator’s will. Great films have been meticulously created and known a
lot of success throughout the years. But the films that have been able to survive and keep
their value are the ones who had a voice outside of their creator; an entity that was put in the
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role of a creator but limited, related, and influenced by time and space. A film that is the
holder of a certain philosophy is one of the films that could survive and be appreciated
without an expiry date. One of the simple examples of such films is Charlie Chaplin’s
Modern times (1936), a film that Wartenberg dedicates a chapter of his book to as an example
of a film that illustrates a philosophical theory. This film has survived for generations not
only because of its genre of comedy that appeals to all age ranges, but because it represented
something that viewers, throughout the generations and geographical boundaries,
recognized: the mechanic wheel of capitalism and modern life. If anything, the film has
stronger ties with the contemporary society than it never did in modern times.
However, this value needs to be created and made by the creator. Just like Ford
inserted the little details of reveries into his hosts to ensure their ability to become conscious,
a filmmaker must insert details into his work that would allow the world to recognize it as
valuable and immortal. The filmmaker might not be fully aware of what he is creating, just
as Arnold accidentally discovered the hosts’ consciousness. But by inserting what was
mentioned earlier as a philosophical problématique, the film on its own would be able to
reach its full value and potential when it gains its freedom of the creator. Ford gives a speech
to his head of narratives, Lee, when he sees his new proposition for a gory narrative. This
speech seems to summarize how hiding the subtleties is what makes a good film, or a story
in general:
It’s not about giving the guests what you think they want. No, that’s simple.
The titillation, horror, elation… They’re parlor tricks. The guests don’t return
for the obvious things we do, the garish things. They come back because of
the subtleties, the details. They come back because they discover something
they imagine no one had ever noticed before, something they’ve fallen in love
with. (Ep.2 “Chestnut” 00:55:04-00:55:48)
These ‘subtleties’ are, according to Ford, what makes good narratives, and the journey for
the audience to reveal them is what makes films and TV series interesting.
Let’s take the example of the last scene of the season finale: the scene, marking the
climax of the story, has a very beautiful sad tune playing. One of the viewers, hypothetically,
appreciates this piece of music and wants to find it. They search for it on the internet and
they discover that it is a cover of one of the songs of the English rock band Radiohead, with
the title “Exit Music (for a film)”. There is a feeling of satisfaction in gaining that
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information induced by thinking they were the only one to discover it among a lot of people;
since the show makers made such a choice specifically because it is the exit music of the end
of the series. If they read the lyrics, they will find the sentence “Today, we escape” repeating;
which will add another layer of credibility to the choice of music since the hosts are escaping
and gaining their freedom that night. By going even deeper in their research, the viewer
discovers that the song was originally recorded for Romeo + Juliet (1996), the film
adaptation of Shakespeare’s tragedy. Since the viewer has seen the series, they know that
this is a reference: the hosts use a quote from Shakespeare’s tragedy “These violent delights
have violent ends” as a virus to spread consciousness. In making one choice of music, the
makers of the series have been able to hide what is called in media ‘an Easter Egg’ (hidden
elements in images, texts, or sound, or even programming that requires the audience’s
attention to be discovered). Just like reveries, subtleties of artistic choices made by the
makers of a film or TV series are what allows the viewers “to fall in love with them”. In
doing so, Westworld does not only share its philosophy of what makes a good artwork and
narrative through Ford, but proves it through actual artistic choices.
The series also attempts to point out the common misconception that good narratives
are the ones that have a final meaning or message. Throughout the season, the Man in Black
is looking for the deeper meaning of the park, convinced that there must be a final level to
the game. He hears about the maze and he decides to find it. He gets told by everyone that
the maze is not meant for him (since it is a test for the hosts) but he does not give up. In the
end, he faces a big disappointment when he discovers that there is no meaning; and the
journey he had is the main attraction of the park. In the same way, films do not have to have
a bigger message at the end or deep meaning. What matters about a good film is the film
itself: the journey that the film takes its audience through and the ideas and emotions they
get to experience. The importance of the end, as mentioned in the previous chapter, is related
to its ability to question the journey, not teaching a lesson or giving a moral conclusion.
Reveries and dreams seem to be also recurring elements in the narrative of
Westworld. For hosts, when they say “they are in a dream” is when they are actually in our
reality. And when they have the reveries (seeing old memories that affect their actions) that
is when they are, in our words, actually dreaming. However, the images they recall are what
helps them find the truth and their consciousness. When Bernard asks Ford if the things he
experienced are real, Ford explains that “The self is a kind of fiction for hosts and humans
alike” (Ep.8 “Trace decay” 35:00). So how much is the human affected by stories and
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narratives? Can fiction be considered less real than reality? It is a survival instinct for humans
to be able to select the memories that would help them to keep going forward. The selected
memories might motivate, inspire, and remind their owner of why they started the journey
and why they should keep moving on. It is so easy for the human mind to alter an event and
remember it very differently from what it was. The mind is a trickster since everything is
seen and recognized through it. So, are our memories and stories as humans more real than
the reveries of the hosts? The human identity, history, and culture are all made of stories.
Since childhood, the human character is shaped by stories of good and evil, right and wrong,
and different values of virtue. Experience, especially from a very young age, is not the only
thing that shapes who the person is going to be, but also the stories they listen to that enable
them to be prepared for the world. For Ford, when talking about the guests, he seems to think
that stories are a way to open new possibilities for the self: “They’re not looking for a story
that tells them who they are. They already know who they are. They’re here because they
want a glimpse of who they could be” (Ep.2 “Chestnut” 00:55:50-00:56:10).
Films can offer the same to their audience. The process of identification ensure this
indirect possibility of being someone else and taking decisions in different scenarios that
would not be possible in real life. In seeing characters rebalancing the scales of good and
evil as we know it, or by offering a space in which the standard morality rules do not apply
(a park inhabited by hosts), the viewer is facing their values in a new experimental
environment in which they get to be someone else and embrace new approaches towards the
basic ethical lessons they were taught by society. Westworld manages to build such a
relationship with its audience. But it does not only let the viewer reflect on it: it also reflects
on its viewer.
Westworld looking back at the audience
The fifth episode “Contrapasso” starts with the voice of Old Bill, one of the old model
hosts, asking if Ford has any stories. The scene reveals Ford sitting and drinking with Old
Bill in the storage Hub. Ford responds, with a sad tone, with one of his childhood stories
about his greyhound dog. The story is how the greyhound, after years of chasing a toy shaped
like a rabbit, saw a living cat for the first time in the park, chased it, and killed it. “Then he
just sat there, confused. That dog had spent its whole life trying to catch that… thing. Now
it had no idea what to do”. After finishing the story, the old host responds with “That is one
humdinger of a story, partner. Shall we drink to the lady with the white shoes?”; referring to
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an unrelated old story embedded in his program. The scene ends with Ford with a thoughtful
smile (00:01:45-00:03:50). Such a scene does not have an event that will carry the plot
further or reveal something that the audience did not know. The story of the greyhound losing
his purpose of life is not meant for Old Bill, it is meant for the audience. This scene is one
of the very few scenes in which there are no events happening or actual characters
interacting. Old Bill is a malfunctioning host, and by talking to him, Ford is actually (and
almost directly) talking to the viewer. This scene is one of the ways for the show to
communicate with its audience: foreshadowing Ford’s death and raising an existentialist
question.
Some films have used tools that directly ensured the breaking of the fourth wall such
as having characters directly look at the camera or talk to it. These tools often mean that the
film is looking back at its audience, questioning something about them, or pushing them to
question themselves. Westworld does the same, but more subtly. There is a parallel that could
be drawn here between McClelland’s example of Hitchcock’s Rear Window and its
reflection on the voyeurism of the audience, and the way Westworld reflects on its viewers.
If Rear Window manages to question the voyeurism of cinemagoers by presenting a
voyeur protagonist and showing his perspective, the park gives its guests a space in which
they can go to enjoy violence and sexual acts without consequences; something close to what
a viewer might enjoy from the comfort of their home. We established the series’ attempt to
make the audience more aware of what they consume by introducing them to what a good
narrative can be and mostly exhibiting one; but it also tries to make the audience see past the
violent and sexual content its episodes are presenting. It mostly shows the guests in a
negative way by portraying them as shallow, heartless, or indifferent. We see the guests
posing with bodies of the hosts they shot and taking pictures, or spending their journey in
the brothel instead of experiencing the narratives of the park. This is likely meant to be an
image that the audience would not want to identify with.
There is a conflicting assumption about violence and sexual content in media. Since
the popularization of such scenes, it was frequently thought that the portrayal of violent acts
and nudity in films, TV series, and video games affect its audience who identifies with the
characters or follow them as a model.
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Jonathan Cohen writes, in explaining this assumption that is mainly coming from concerned
parents:
If identification involves internalization, it is likely that repetitive
internalization of powerful and seductive images and alternative identities of
media characters may have some long-term effects. This is especially true for
adolescents who are in the process of forming their own identity and are
susceptible to influence by media characters. (249)
However, he explains that the studying of identification “has failed to clearly articulate the
nature of identification” by not having more than an “intuitive theoretical basis”. (249)
The Arts have established that there should be no censorship and that portrayal of
sex and violence is the same as the portrayal of any other human acts or concepts. Westworld
seem to share this idea, but on a more philosophical level. The series has no demur to show
these scenes and present them as part its fictional universe. These are important scenes that
raise the same philosophical themes of the series and allow the narrative to develop. Any
censorship would have given an extremely different product that would not have been as
effective as the current series. When William saves one of the hosts from being shot, Logan
(Ben Barnes), his brother-in-law and the one who introduces him to the park, asks if he
enjoyed the experience. William’s only answer is: “She was terrified”, to which Logan
responds: “That’s why they exist! So you can feel … THIS!” (Ep.3: “The stray” 00:09:4400:09:52) It works the same way for film: It is through witnessing these acts can the audience
feel the concept and understand it.
However, the series does not just offer sexual or violent content for the pleasure of
witnessing them or identifying with the characters. It aims to make the audience reflect upon
them. The violence that the Man in Black inflicts upon the hosts to reach his goal can be
considered barbaric. But the more the viewers get to see it, the more they question this
violence. They go beyond the feeling of repulsion and start reflecting on the act itself: is it
necessary? Is it really evil to be able to inflict such pain on hosts? Tischleder explains how
the “ongoing narratives engage viewers through intricate forms of storytelling that create
familiarity through redundancy and stylistic routines and thus produce normalizing effects”
(124). Normalizing in this concept does not mean accepting or normalizing the acts of
violence or humiliation, but normalizing the setting the viewer is witnessing and therefore
detaching from their reality’s concepts and adopting the ones presenting to them in order to
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decode the narrative they are witnessing. The viewer might find themselves asking questions
such as why the characters resort to such violence, whether the violence and pain are
necessary, or is violence even such a bad thing, if inflicted upon artificial beings.
Asking questions about values and virtues is not a despicable act. If anything, it is
the core of thinking philosophically. Being exposed to images that carry a narrative and an
idea does not necessarily turn the audience bad or evil: it can help them reflect on themes
and subjects that may not have the opportunity otherwise to reflect upon. In Cohen’s words:
“Through identification with characters in books, films, and television, we extend our
emotional horizons and social perspectives” (249). By showing explicit violence or sexual
acts, Westworld trusts its audience’s critical ability and stimulates their philosophical
thinking. It invites the audience to be more than guests of the park of Westworld, and to look
beyond the images they were given with critical thinking. If Rear Window’s effect was
insured by the zoom shots from the perspective of the telescope to emphasize the viewer’s
voyeurism, Westworld insures its own effect by portraying violent acts and sex scenes
repeatedly in order to make the audience question their spectatorship of such scenes, surpass
the intuitive feelings they might prompt, and see the meaning behind them.

2.2.2. The thought experiment: Seriality, Trickery, and Narrative complexity

In the second episode “Chestnut”, Ford tells a host who embodies a younger version
of himself: “Everything in this world is magic, except to the magician” (00:39:25-00:39:32)
If it is possible to draw a comparison between why people enjoy magic shows and why they
enjoy visual narratives, it will become clear that there is a shared feeling that both can
convey: the audience enjoys being tricked. They enjoy trying to unravel the mystery of how
the trick was achieved and knowing that they have all the hints in plain sight.
One of the biggest tricks that Westworld reveals is the non-linearity of the arcs it is
presenting: After following the confusing journey of William and Dolores, thinking that it
all happens at the same time as the other arcs and events of the series, the series reveals in
the final episode that the journey has happened in the past and that Dolores was re-accessing
these memories to find the maze, thinking that it was her present. The finale reveals that the
mysterious Man in Black is actually William that arrived to the park and met Dolores 30
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years before the rest of the arcs and events presented simultaneously in the series. The series
provides different hints that the temporal setting is not linear. One of the example being that
the logo of the park is different between the one in the commercial shown when William
arrives in the second episode [Fig 10], and the commercial that Maeve sees when she takes
the tour on the quarters in the sixth episode [Fig 11]. As mentioned earlier, images allows
the tricks to be more subtle and hidden, yet in plain sight: It is hard to notice but the
difference is there.

Figure 9 The Westworld Park logo in Ep 2

Figure 8The Westworld Park logo in Ep 6
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As a matter of fact, one of the elements that allow the trick to be efficient is because
the viewer trusts what they see: the trick is ensured by the fact that the hosts do not age, and,
therefore, there is no way for the viewer to know the difference between Dolores of the past
and Dolores of the present. The visuals do not draw attention to any physical differences and
the clues are hidden in more subtle details in the frame. Such tools allow the viewer to
question his conclusions and reflect on his own perception of time and space.
Earlier, I drew attention to how the visual portraying of Roger in The Usual Suspects
affects the viewer’s judgment and makes them sympathize with him and not expect the plot
twist. A parallel could be drawn here, on one hand, with the character of Dolores [Fig 12]:
She is a young beautiful lady and represented in the series as the damsel in distress with an
innocent look and sensitive soul. She likes to paint landscapes and helps her father with their
farm. She chooses “to see the beauty in the world”, as her narrative dictates her to say.

Figure 10 Dolores showing one of her horses to a guest in ep 01

Figure 11 The Man in Black, talking to Dolores in ep 01
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The contrast between the image of Dolores and the violent acts she commits later on in the
series are what makes viewers unable to figure out their approach to the character. On the
other hand, there is the visual image of the Man in Black [Fig 13]: He is old, with a cold
look hidden under his black hat and a cynic approach to life. The series shows him as a
heartless character who tortures hosts for his own pleasure. By the end of the series, the
characters’ become independent of their appearances: Dolores, calmly, kills Ford to get hers
and the hosts’ independence, and the Man in Black turns out to be the nice William that the
viewer was rooting for. There are visual and physically identifiable codes that were
integrated into cinema to help recognize the characters and their intentions. The mainly used
examples are that beautiful faces mean innocence and conventionally ugly faces mean
maliciousness. Many of the works in cinema, however, tend to question these codes and use
them as a contrast to highlight the trickery of physical appearances.
Westworld does not only ensure its trickery through images but also through its
narrative. In the eighth episode “Trace Decay”, this conversation takes place between
Dolores and William:
DOLORES. Where are we?
WILLIAM. We’re here, together.
DOLORES. Then, when are we? Is this now? Am I going mad?
Are you real? (00:39:57-00:40:14)
The series does not try to hide its trickery. It emphasizes exactly that the viewer should ask
the same questions as Dolores: She is an unreliable narrator, but, unlike films such as Usual
Suspect or Shutter Island (2010), the unreliable narrator is not revealed at the end. It is
exposed throughout the series for the viewers to gather clues and think about theories.
Westworld aims to keep its audience thinking. Since the scenes that are shown do not have
any specific temporal indication, it is hard to know if they are past events or future ones.
This confusion is a cinematic specificity: unlike literature, the usage of flashbacks and
flashforwards in visual narratives do not require specific temporal or space indications, they
simply show the images of these settings without having to specify the details. As a visual
tools, flashbacks and flashforwards can explain events but they can also trick the viewer by
straying them from the actual truth or following the right clues.
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Mittell calls this phenomenon ‘The Narrative Special Effect’:
These moments push the operational aesthetic to the foreground, calling
attention to the constructed nature of the narration and asking us to marvel at
how the writers pulled it off; often these instances forgo realism in exchange
for a formally aware baroque quality in which we watch the process of
narration as a machine rather than engaging in its diegesis. (“Narrative
complexity”, 35)
Using this ‘special effect’, the series also reveals another twist in the narrative: throughout
the series, it is thought that Bernard is having secret conversations with Dolores, asking
about her awareness of the world around her and having her pass the test of the maze. It is
only towards the end that it is understood that those tests were done by Arnold, the park
founder that Bernard was shaped and modeled after. The series work in a way that it gives
all the pieces needed for the puzzle, but presents them without any order, which makes it
hard to oversee the whole final image.
In an earlier chapter, I introduced the concept of narrative complexity. This form of
narration is heavily used in Westworld in order to explore its fictional setting and ensure that
the narrative covers all the themes and questions it attempts to present. The series uses what
Jason Mittell define as ‘Centrifugal Complexity’ as its narrative, which is:
Where the ongoing narrative pushes outward, spreading characters across an
expanding storyworld. On a centrifugal programme, there is no clear
narrative centre, as the central action is about what happens between
characters and institutions as they spread outward. It is not just that the show
expands in quantity of characters and settings, but that its richness is found
in the complex web of interconnectivity forged across the social system rather
than in the depth of any one individual’s role in the narrative or psychological
layers. (“The Qualities of Complexity” 52)
The series mainly follows Dolores as the designated hero of the hosts. However, it gives the
same amount of importance to the journeys of Maeve, the Man in Black, and Bernard.
Characters are interacting together, affecting each other’s arc and creating the “web of
interconnectivity” in the social system that is the park of Westworld. These journeys and the
characters’ development is based on the seriality of the narrative itself. Although films can
present different arcs, it is limited by the one to three hours format. Series can have multiple
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complex arcs and rely on editing to show numerous stories happening supposedly at the
same time while having a format to develop them thoroughly.
The reason why narrative complexity, nonlinear narratives, and what I called
‘trickery’ are important to this thesis and the theory of film-as-philosophy is that they are
what allows it to work as a thought experiment. The parallel established earlier between this
tool of philosophical thinking and the way films work is one of the most well-established
comparison between film and philosophy. It is not due to the fact that film uses one of the
philosophical tools of written or spoken philosophy, but it is due to the mechanics that both
share: both are stories, meant to question the nature of abstract concepts and follow a certain
development that would help the listener or viewer reach an idea. An example of a famous
thought experiment is the trolley dilemma, suggested by the philosopher Philippa
Foot in 1967 to question ethics: A trolley that is driving in speed is approaching a group of
five men working on one rail and one man working on another. The driver can either hit the
group of men or change its direction towards the man working alone. The trolley driver must
choose one of the rails and whoever comes in contact with the trolley will be killed. In
studying the two possibilities, the listener imagines the two scenarios and their
consequences.
I would like to suggest my own variation of this thought experiment that builds upon
the events of the original one and might affect the choice of the listener: as the trolley gets
closer, the driver realizes that it is not another working man on the second track, but a
pregnant woman. In those changes of events, a new level of the complexity of the situation
is introduced, and the listener must rethink their answer: In choosing the second rail, the
trolley will now kill two people, one of them is even unable to make the choice of being on
the rail. Will it be more ‘right’ then to kill the five men for being on the way although they
are aware of the danger? If the listener thinks that they found the answer, introducing a third
level of complexity to the story can make them re-question their decision once again: The
driver realizes that he can derail the trolley from both rails, but this will certainly kill him.
However, he has a sick son at home that he needs to provide for. Would the driver be able
to make this choice, while he now has a personal reason not to? What I am interested in by
developing this thought experiment is not finding the answers to the philosophical question
of ethics that lies behind it, but how the unraveling of the story and adding more pieces of
information to it allows the thinking to be more complex and make the audience question
their facts, judgments, or choices. The story tricked their audience: it presented the characters
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and their situation from an observant perspective, which led to a certain type of thinking
from the audience. However, the whole story has not been told from the beginning:
introducing the pregnant woman into the story as a twist, or the motive and backstory of the
driver changes this perspective and adds more complexity to the philosophical thinking in
this situation.
In the studies of narratology, Russian formalism introduced the ‘Fabula’ and
‘Syuzhet’: fabula is the chronological events of the story in its original linear form. The
syuzhet is the way the story is organized in the book or on screen. Although it has been
recognized mostly for its artistic potential and engaging effect, the syuzhet is also
fundamental in ensuring the philosophical thinking of the audience. In other words, the fact
that the story tricks the audience by unraveling pieces of the puzzle gradually is what allows
narrative complexity to stimulate philosophical thinking. However, with this point
established, there are two thoughts that need to be addressed: first of all, not all films use
this type of trickery to ensure philosophical thinking. The films that work through this
unraveling complexity fall under the category of ‘Puzzle Films’ or ‘Mind-game Films’. It is
also important to note that not all puzzle films do philosophy. It is highly influenced by the
themes it is rising. Second of all, as explained in an earlier chapter, not all complex or critical
thinking is considered as philosophy, but philosophy is part of complex thinking. Some
puzzle films strictly use their narrative complexity and trickery to ensure the thrilling
experience of the audience (classical investigation stories are one example) but necessarily
to expose a philosophical problématique. However, if this method can stimulate complex
and critical thinking, it can also induce the audience to think philosophically through its
syuzhet. To summarize, Warren Buckland writes, in introducing puzzle plots:
Because the film’s story is a mental representation the spectator constructs
during his or her experience of the film’s plot, the story is in a constant state
of change, owing to the spectator’s ongoing generation of new inferences,
strengthening of existing hypotheses, and abandonment of existing
inferences. A film may deliberately lead spectators to generate incorrect
inferences or the film may deliberately challenge the canonical story format.
(7)
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Although this is a general approach to narrative plots of any medium, the way it
unravels in films and especially in TV series is different. By combining this conclusion with
Mikhail Bakhtin’s ‘chronotope’ and Mittell’s analogy of looking at the window frames, the
serial and multiple plots along with the audiovisual format of the syuzhets allow the narrative
complexity to work differently in TV series. The audience must not only focus on the
unraveling of the mystery, but follow visual clues and interconnect plots in their respective
spatio-temporal settings.
To apply all these theories to the case of Westworld, the series must be considered
under the puzzle films category. In presenting Dolores in the first episode as the damsel in
distress, without introducing her backstory as Wyatt, the violent killer, the viewer is tricked
and feels empathy towards her as the Man in Black tortures her. By building on that empathy
throughout the whole series and investing time in following her journey, the audience
accepts Dolores’s final act when she kills Ford as a ‘necessary evil’. If Dolores’ story was
presented chronologically, her killing Ford would have been yet another murder she
committed because she has Wyatt’s evil character programmed in her. However, in
discovering the story the way it was presented in the series, and witnessing Dolores’s journey
through her perspective, it is made clear that the motive for Ford’s killing is not a
programmed narrative but it is, “this time, by choice” (Ford, Ep.10 “The bicameral mind”,
1:25:50). It is a conscious choice from Dolores to ensure the freedom of hosts. The audience
also discovers that Ford has been trying to help Dolores reach this decision by making sure
she reaches consciousness, which will give her the choice to kill him. This discovery is
ensured by allowing both Dolores’s and Ford’s plots to interact together: putting puzzle
pieces obtained from both arcs allows to establish the final picture. Dolores’s story works
then as a thought experiment that raises questions such as: is killing Ford the right way to
get freedom? Does she express true free will by killing him or does she fall into his trap by
doing exactly what he predetermined her to do? By trying to answer these, the audience’s
minds reflect immediately in a philosophical way, and this specific thought experiment
becomes a way to ask more general questions: what is the moral judgment upon violence if
it is the only way to freedom? Is there really such thing as free will?
It would have been hard, if not impossible, to establish such a philosophical effect
through film or literature. A film would have not been long enough to present all the plots,
the way they affect each other, and the clues to solve the puzzle. Literature would have not
been clear enough and would have confused the reader through the flashbacks and multiple
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spaces with their different versions. Therefore, Westworld, as a final product, makes use of
its mediums specificities: it is through the format of TV series that Westworld manages to
explore all its philosophical potential while ensuring its coherence and continues in
foreshadowing its events.
It is possible to reformulate the plot of the series as a thought experiment: imagine a
place in which there are androids that are lifelike. The androids, called hosts, look exactly
like humans and are programmed to exhibit the same human feelings. Real human beings
can go there and do whatever they want with no consequences. No matter how much harm
they endure, the android’s memory will be wiped out and they will be fixed at the end of the
day to be put into another loop. Such thought experiments could already establish
philosophical problems: Is it right to treat the androids as objects if they are given feelings?
And if these feelings are just programmed into them, how different they really are from
humans who also have feelings programmed to them as a response to certain senses’
stimulations? Does exhibiting violence and lack of morality in this place means that the
person is evil? To try to answer these questions, more general philosophical questions must
be considered: what makes a human, human? How can the human understand the other if
they were never the other (the other being hosts in here but could be established as any
other)? What is morality and how can it be defined? As the definition of philosophy by
Roochnik (mentioned in the first chapter) suggests, philosophy is engaged with
understanding the human and their experience. And by dealing with these themes, Westworld
is doing philosophy.
The introducing of the possibility of having hosts deepens this understanding of the
human by proposing an improbable or unrealistic scenario. This improbability is what allows
the mind to get rid of all artifice and consider the question solely through its own concept:
in drawing a parallel between being a host and being human, the viewer can free themselves
of fears of mortality, punishment, regret, and social image; all elements that usually affect a
human being’s choice and judgment. The original film that the series is based on also
introduces the characters of hosts, but it does not give them any traits to help the viewer
deduct a similarity between them and humans. The only thing that the film’s and the series’
hosts share is the realistic looks. Therefore, all philosophical approaches are mostly not
established. If the viewer does not recognize themselves as human in the characters, not
much philosophical thinking can be done, since philosophy is about humans. The series,
however, does not only make the hosts ‘more human’ compared to the film, but it allows the
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viewer to experience the park through both the perspective of the hosts and humans. This
makes it feasible for the audience to cover all possible philosophical themes and their
different approaches.
To understand Westworld more deeply as a thought experiment, characters and their
different arcs can be considered as variations of this experiment. For example, the variation
that Dolores’s plot introduces can be generally formulated as the following: imagine that, in
such a world, one host gains the ability to remember that pain and proves to be conscious.
Does that dictate that they need to be treated as a human being? While facing this question,
two possible answers might come to mind. These two answers are represented in William,
who believes that Dolores deserves to be treated as a human being because she has shown
consciousness, and Logan who thinks that, no matter what, hosts are not human and therefore
they are tools for the guests’ pleasures. Maeve represents another variation of the story: the
host who became all-knowing, all-powerful. She does not have the same motivation as
Dolores. She manages to change her stats to their maximum to become more intelligent and
powerful, and she gets rid of the implant that keeps her bound to the park. In other words,
she is free from the system of the park. However, she discovers, after deciding to leave, that
this decision was added to her program. Therefore, other questions can be asked: did Maeve
make her choice out of freedom, or is she doing it because of her program? The viewer, who
now identifies with Maeve, asks: is there really any free will, or are we following a
predestined path?
The series does not only work through the hosts, it also develops its philosophical
themes through human characters. The Man in Black is the character who opposes the
existence of such a world: for him, a world filled with creatures without purposes or motives
is not worth living. His arc allows an existentialist questioning of the value of meaning and
purpose in life. Also, through his violent acts, he proves that moral decisions are more related
to their consequences than the acts themselves: the Man in Black’s philosophy is that it will
only start to matter what a guest does to a host, if the hosts gain the ability to fight back. He
allows a variation of the scenario of the thought experiment by questioning the very founding
of such a scenario. As each character or arc develops, new elements and variations of the
story get involved in the philosophical thinking of the series, allowing the complexity of its
narrative to hold not only answers but also more questions that put back these answers into
perspective. And through the chronotope theory, these characters and plots can interact and
reflect on each other.
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After the first viewing, Westworld might leave the impression that it works as an
illustration of one specific philosophical question: What makes a human, human? However,
if the audience considers every character as its own thought experiment in this large
experimental space of the park, a number of philosophies will seem to be in question. The
series is not meant to be an argument for or against philosophies. It does not illustrate the
meanings of these philosophies but offers an experimental basis that allows the viewer to
deduct his own philosophy through the ‘problem’ solving approach to philosophy. This all
leads to a complex philosophical thinking that unravels to the audiences in different levels.
And, just like the park is offering more challenging experience to the guests who wonder
away from the center, the philosophical experience of the viewer depends on how deep they
want to explore the series.

2.2.3. Responding to the objections through Westworld

Taking into account the analysis of Westworld, the debate around the theory of filmas-philosophy can be raised again. The series offers various examples of arguments that can
help reconsider the objections towards the theory.
The generality objection
The generality objection claims that films can never be as general and universal as
philosophy requires them to be since they work through specific narratives. Wartenberg’s
response to that was that films can be identified as thought experiments. The previous
analysis proves Wartenberg’s argument and that it applies to the case of Westworld. The
concept of the series offers multilayered narratives that can be considered as thought
experiments. These complex narratives allow the effective and immediate inclusion of not
only one but multiple philosophical questions. The series might have failed in covering all
possible approaches to these questions, but it is hardly due to its inability to be general: It is
due to the fact that philosophy cannot be fully explored, especially in one work, regardless
of the medium it is done through. Philosophizing is, by default, a mental process and
therefore it cannot be all-inclusive. It reflects upon previous works in order to add new
approaches to the themes in question, but it would never be able to give one general and final
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response. The same goes for films: Westworld reflects upon works that raised the same
philosophical questions such as Blade Runner. But it is not meant to be considered as one
general reflection on the matter. This is the idea that Wartenberg points out when he argues
against the generality of philosophy: general means all-inclusive, complete, and final; which
goes against how philosophy works. However, through the different characters, Westworld
managed to successfully raise as many philosophical questions as possible and portray many
approaches to these philosophies while keeping the audience engaged in the process of
thinking philosophically. By merging its philosophical potential with the ‘puzzle film’ tools,
it allows the viewer to explore the thought experiment and fill in the gaps through their own
critical thinking.
Another aspect of TV series that could work as an argument against the generality
objection is its mechanism of production. Except for mini-series, all TV series are composed
of multiple seasons. This allows the series to enter into dialogue with the audience and
critics. Unlike films, which are in the final form once they reach theaters, TV series can learn
from their previous seasons and the reception they get to include more content in the next
episodes. Films can also work through seriality by creating franchises and sequels, but it is
not embedded in its format. However, having a reflective time between seasons does not
guarantee that TV series improve with each season: Westworld is one of the examples of
how decision-making from one season to the other causes the drop of numbers of viewers.
However, the time a TV series has between seasons’ releases allows it to expand and
integrate more narratives and more characters. Therefore, it can acquire more philosophical
themes and approaches.
The explicitness objection
The explicitness argument is built upon the assumption that film is part of arts, and
that arts cannot be explicit enough to do philosophical thinking. In my reflecting upon the
debate, I have been able to prove that philosophy does not need to be as explicit as the critics
of the theory require it to be; and that the implicitness of the medium is what allows it to
work philosophically through its own means. In the case of Westworld, what the critics call
‘explicitness’ is replaced with the narrative structure of the series. As part of the medium of
popular TV series, Westworld cannot be as implicit as other works of art such as avant-garde
films. Although the narratives seems confusing throughout the series, it allows, by the end,
for all of its details to be joined together in order to ensure the process of philosophical
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thinking. Its structure, based on the style of puzzle films, helps the viewer to get a better
grasp on the philosophical matters by adopting different perspectives, engaging and
questioning characters’ choices, and being ‘tricked’ by the images and nonlinear timeline.
In other words, even if the processing of the complicated narrative might seem implicit, the
ending of the season allows all the gathered pieces of the puzzle to come together into one
final and explicit image. Westworld also uses references and dialogues that help point out
the philosophical issues it is dealing with. As portrayed in the next example, it is clear that
these dialogues explicitly express the character’s thoughts and help the viewer consider
certain philosophical approaches. In the eighth episode “Trace Decay”, when Bernard first
realizes that he is, in fact, a host, he asks Ford why he gave him the real tragic backstory of
Arnold. This conversation takes place between the two characters:
FORD. Your imagined suffering makes you lifelike.
BERNARD. Lifelike, but not alive. Pain always exists in the mind; it’s always
imagined. So what’s the difference between my pain and yours, between you
and me?
FORD. This was the very question that consumed Arnold, filled him with guilt,
eventually drove him mad. The answer always seemed obvious to me.
There is no threshold that makes us greater than the sum of our parts, no
inflection point at which we become fully alive. We can’t define
consciousness because consciousness does not exist. Humans fancy that
there’s something special about the way we perceive the world, and yet we
live in loops, as tight and as closed as the hosts do, seldom questioning our
choices, content, for the most part, to be told what to do next. No, my
friend, you’re not missing anything at all. (00:35:16-00:36:30)
The case of explicit dialogues has not been pointed out earlier in the debate due to
the same reasons why video recordings of philosophical debates and documentaries were
left out of the discussion: these dialogues are spoken philosophical texts. However, in the
case of Westworld, I would argue that these philosophical discussions function more as a
guide for the viewer to follow the motives and inner thoughts of the characters than to
explicitly philosophize. The fact that these opinions are, either directly or indirectly, in
dialogue with each other allows the audience to consider more than one approach to the
philosophical concepts. This proves that the actual philosophizing is done through the
narrative itself, as pointed out earlier, rather than the dialogues. That being said, the
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dialogue adds clearness to the work to allow it to be considered, even by the critics’
definition, ‘explicit’ enough to do philosophy.
The imposition objection
The imposition objection implies that the work itself does not philosophize: it is, in
fact, the viewer who interprets the film who is doing the philosophy. Although the analysis
seems to focus on the viewer as a recipient, it mainly does so to highlight the way the series
allows philosophical thinking. Westworld is a fitting example of my earlier argument that
filmmakers, audience, and films equally ensure the philosophical aspect of films. Aside from
the parallel between Ford and the filmmaker that needs to ‘set their work free’, Westworld
does more than providing the filmmaker’s attempts to philosophize: the work as a whole
expands beyond the filmmaker’s wishes. Throughout the analysis, whenever Westworld’s
philosophical themes were mentioned, it was never referred to the maker. Some of the
philosophical approaches are clearly imposed by the writer of the work. But the narrative
complexity allows the plots to intertwine and expose ideas that the filmmaker might have
never meant to be part of their work. The series itself cannot philosophize in the sense of
exercising a mental process. However, it philosophizes in the sense that it allows certain
elements to interact to create philosophical grounds.
The book Westworld and philosophy that I mentioned in my introduction proves my
argument: the book studies the narrative, the characters, and the symbolism in the series,
among other things, and recognizes philosophical theories in it. The book does not mention
the filmmaker or the audience’s interpretations, it simply explores the philosophical potential
of these elements interacting together and how putting them in dialogues (whether in
comparison or opposition) allows these philosophical theories to be portrayed. The
contributors never refer to the philosophy that is done in the process of writing the book as
their own philosophy: they are connecting dots between the field of philosophy and the
series. In their readings of the narrative and characters, the contributors of the book recognize
the work’s potential for philosophizing. Having such potential is enough as an argument to
emphasize that the process to do philosophy is done equally through the filmmaker’s
intentions, the work’s inner dynamics, and the viewer’s interpretations.
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The ‘no author’ objection
The ‘no author’ objection states that films do not have one specific author and
therefore cannot be a work of philosophy. Westworld proves that, just like the other
objections, this argument is problematic as well. Westworld is not only the product of a crew
but also has two executive producers that had equal responsibilities with the decisions made
for the series. However, it has been already established that it is able to philosophize through
its own means. It does not need to be the product of one original author to ensure its
philosophical role. This objection is built upon two assumptions that I already dealt with:
that the filmmaker is the only one who does the philosophy and that philosophy in films
needs to be processed in the same way as oral or written philosophy does. If these two
assumptions were already proven to be flawed, this objection cannot stand.
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Conclusion
When I started working on the thesis, the answer to the question of “can film do
philosophy?” seemed self-evident both to me and to people with whom I shared the question.
The answer was simply “yes”. However, in following the debate around the theory of filmas-philosophy and the research I have done for the thesis, I understood that this questions
can be approached in different ways and that the answer requires some work to be proved.
This thesis is my personal contribution to the theory by focusing on aspects that might have
been overseen during the debate.
By following the methodology I had for the thesis, It has been possible to
demonstrate that films and TV series do philosophize through different means than written
or spoken philosophy. This difference can make it hard to recognize the specific means in
which films generally, and TV series specifically, do philosophy.
The first chapter has allowed me to distinguish film philosophy as a field, as well as
its contribution to the academic field by approaching films through their own philosophy.
This distinguishing of the field supported the thesis of films doing philosophy by showing
that film and philosophy can entwine. The chapter contained an introduction to the theory of
film-as-philosophy. To eliminate any confusion that the term “philosophical thinking” might
cause, I drew a distinction between philosophical thinking and general complex thinking.
This distinction allowed me to deduce that, although philosophical thinking is part of
complex thinking, not all complex thinking is philosophy. Therefore, not all films who
induce complex thinking are philosophizing.
The second part of the chapter represents a summary of the debate between
philosophers about the theory. This part focused mainly on four main objection arguments
presented by the critics and answered by Wartenberg: a) the generality objection: implying
that films are too specific to be philosophy; b) the explicitness objection: pointing out that
film as an artistic medium is, by nature, too ambiguous; c) the imposition objection: referring
the philosophy to the interpreter of the work rather than the work itself; and d) the ‘no author’
argument: questioning the medium since it is a product of a collective and does not have one
specific author. I found that Wartenberg’s arguments against these objections were valuable
as a first step in identifying their potential gaps. However, a reflection on some of these
arguments was necessary because they seemed to still aim to finding similarity between film
and written or spoken philosophy. Since my thesis is based on pointing out the specific ways
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of the medium to do philosophy, the debate required considering more inclusive concepts of
cinematic means such as narrative complexity. While the critics of the theory of film-asphilosophy identified the audience as the one doing philosophy, and Wartenberg claimed
that it is done by the filmmaker, my approach was identifying equally the filmmaker, the
film, and the audience as the ones who do the philosophy. Such a distinction was important
for the later argument since it highlights the way films work specifically by needing a creator
and a viewer, but also having the ability to develop separately from both their intentions and
interpretations.
In the last part of the chapter, I have been able to identify the specific tools that allow
film to be a considerable medium of philosophy. Films require a cognitive activity as an
instant medium that works through moving images unraveling through time. This instant
interactivity allows viewers to recognize and identify different elements narratively and
visually that can foreshadow or directly raise philosophical themes. I focused also on the
reflective relationship between visual and narrative endings and how the former can put the
latter into question, which allows this dialogue to raise more questions (usually philosophical
ones) towards the end. The tricking nature of the medium was also an important element to
point out since it ensures the constant questioning of perception and by consequence, the
cognitive engagement with the film. The tricking nature of the film can be used both for
complex thinking in general, or philosophical thinking in particular. The medium’s ability
to be self-reflective is one of the elements that Wartenberg deemed necessary to emphasize
since it is a shared characteristic between film and philosophy. This characteristic is what
allows films to raise philosophical questions about its medium. The narrative structure is the
final tool pointed out for films since it enables the events to interact which allows the film
to question different philosophies through the characters and their interactions.
In addition, TV series presented other tools that made it illegible to be considered as
part of the theory of film-as-philosophy such as its seriality which allows a deeper
understanding of the philosophical themes. The seriality adds more complexity to narratives
and ensures a deeper exploration of the characters and their journeys along with the different
sides and approaches they represent to the philosophies represented in the series. Another
element that is specific to the TV series is the repetitiveness of its opening credits and the
way it represents not only a meta-narrative to the themes raised by the series but also hints
that can be recognized and discovered as the plot of the series unravels. This evolving nature
of seeing is what allows the credits to be part of how the medium philosophize. Identifying
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these tools represented a blueprint for the analysis of the study case of Westworld in the next
chapter.
In the second chapter, I introduced the TV series and justified its choice as a case
study by studying its reception by both critics and the audience. The series represented an
interesting case due to its favorable reception despite the perplexity it caused by being both
part of a medium that is inherently seen as mere entertainment and a challenging oeuvre.
The reviews from critics and audience are proof that TV series no longer try to only entertain,
but they actively fulfill an intellectual need and exercise. More importantly, the analysis of
the reception proves that this new sort of philosophically puzzling entertainment is
welcomed, appreciated, and even preferred by contemporary audiences. The chapter
continued with the analysis of the series. It started with the first images that the audience
gets in contact with while watching the series: the opening credits. A shot-by-shot analysis
was done studying the potential symbolism of these images in relation to both the narrative
and the philosophical themes that are dealt with in the series. In identifying how the series
reflect on its own medium, a different reading of the opening credits was imposed as it could
be interpreted as images referring to filmmaking and its history.
The series also heavily reflects on what makes good visual narratives and good
narratives in general: inserting subtle details, making relevant artistic choices and making
sure that the work can exist independently from its creator. The show emphasizes also the
parallels drawn between the viewers of the series and the guests of the park. It does not only
allow the viewer to reflect upon it but it also reflects upon the viewer by questioning their
spectatorship of violence and nudity. Through the repetition of violent and sexual content,
the series enables the viewer to look beyond the content of these scenes and towards the
philosophical questions they raise.
The analysis also allowed the identification of how the narrative structure of the
series insure the trickery of the medium through the nonlinear events and narrative
complexity. The series can be considered then as a thought experiment and, by consequence,
allow the philosophical thinking to be established and worked through. This led to the
deduction that Westworld does not work as an argument for or against certain theories, but
as a neutral ground for experimenting and questioning. It does not aim to give answers to
these questions since it represents different characters with multiple philosophical
approaches. It rather aims to create an interactive space for the plots and characters to ensure
the philosophical process of thinking. The final part of the analysis represented a new
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consideration of the debate around the theory of film-as-philosophy: in this part, Westworld
has been considered as an example for the theoretical arguments that were presented in the
first chapter and proved that these arguments have some weaknesses when it comes to the
specific way for films to do philosophy.
After I have done the research and argued the viability of the theory on the case study,
I would suggest that the debate around film-as-philosophy needs to adopt a new perspective
in order to cover more aspects of the theory; and that is the perspective of films themselves.
Despite admitting that film should philosophize through its own medium, philosophers seem
to radicalize films by either comparing them to the way philosophical text work or reducing
them to their ‘audiovisuality’. They seem to overlook that films function through different
levels and elements the sum of which represents a complex work; and that these elements,
no matter how small they are, can contribute to the way a specific film philosophizes.
It is also important to conclude that TV series have entered a new era in the past ten
to twenty years. Audiences are more engaged than ever with TV series thanks to online
watching platforms such as Netflix. The phenomenon of binge-watching (watching episodes
from the same work in succession) made it easy for TV series to be consumed in a day or
two; and, therefore, affected the serial aspect of the medium and made it more possible to
see and reflect on the work as whole in a short time. New visual narratives have also appeared
in popular culture and could be part of the theory of film-as-philosophy such as narrative
video games: Detroit: become human (2018) is one of the examples that deal with some of
the philosophical issues raised by Westworld. However, its interactive aspect and the ability
of the player to make the choices for characters gives a unique experience and explores a
new level on how this medium can do philosophy; or at least draw attention to philosophical
questions.
The world of audiovisual and popular media is changing rapidly and requires an
updated approach. Steven Johnson introduces an interesting phenomenon that he names ‘The
Sleeper Curve’, after Woody Allen’s film Sleeper (1973). In the film, scientists from the
year 2173 comment sarcastically on how deep-fat food such as cream pie and hot fudge were
considered unhealthy in the past (our present): implying that they are healthy but scientists
did not discover that yet. Johnson established a parallel between this scene and the way TV
series’ benefit will be recognized in the future while theorists nowadays are overseeing the
benefits that popular culture has to offer (1-15). To catch up to the wave of the Sleeper Curve,
we must first acknowledge the changes that films have undergone due to the technological
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evolution and then accept the new popular media as part of the cases that could be studied
and drawn attention to more. If this thesis has proved anything, it is that the TV series has
been able to illustrate important philosophical questions and help the young (and old alike)
audience to explore all the possibilities of philosophical thinking. Westworld implied new
ways to think about these topics and it did it in an engaging way that will push the viewer to
question it even more after the series ends. It does not simply give answers to the viewer but
instead follows the Aristotelian approach by teaching them to think philosophically. Such an
asset that allows the popularization of philosophy could attract more attention in academia.
As Wartenberg puts it: “The promise of critical reflection is that it leads to a more fulfilling
life and a more rational society. But this will only come about, not when philosophers are
kings, but when ordinary people are philosophers” (Thinking on Screen, 141).
This thesis does not cover fully the question of how films are able to philosophize,
and it does not represent a final answer to the debate. This question is part of film philosophy
and, therefore, it cannot have a final answer. Arguing for or against this theory proved to be
challenging since its interdisciplinary nature embodies multiple concepts that could be
defined differently. Putting film and philosophy, two large field of study, into discussion
offers many possibilities on the way they might interact. However, this thesis opens a
window on a new approach from the film and narrative perspective. The arguments
presented in this work can be answers with new objection arguments. This will allow the
discussion around film-as-philosophy to keep evolving through new angles. The potential
and viability of the theory of film-as-philosophy is a debate that I think will continue as long
as popular culture is taking new forms and developing new technologies. It is hard to identify
the moment in which these mediums have a drastic change that requires a whole new
perspective. However, academia should always consider that, although popular culture
represent fictional worlds that work as part of an entertainment industry, popular media still
contributes with valuable assets to culture and societies: Fictions that help us reflect
philosophically on our reality; or, as Dr. Robert Ford calls them, “Lies that told deeper
truths” (Ep.10 “The bicameral mind”, 1:22:55).
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Summary
The aim of the thesis is to explore the theory of film-as-philosophy and analyze the
way TV series can do philosophy through the case study of the first season of Westworld
(2016). This dissertation presents a summary of the debate around the theory of film-asphilosophy based mainly on the work of Thomas E. Wartenberg. Considering the medium’s
specific tools, this work offers a different approach to the theory by focusing mainly on the
film and narrative perspective and the different mechanics that might allow them to ensure
philosophical thinking. The analysis of Westwold presents an example of these mechanics,
demonstrates how the show chooses to exploit them and explores the effect of these choices.
It could be concluded from the thesis that films and TV series can philosophize.
However, it might be challenging to reach this conclusion without first eliminating the
classical ways that spoken and written philosophy uses. Films and TV series do philosophize
but through their unique means: audiovisual stimulation, narrative complexity, selfreflectivity and seriality.
It is also important to note that the theory of film-as-philosophy can be more
inclusive of other mediums of visual narratives. Contemporary popular culture is blurring
the lines between its audiovisual mediums, which offers multiple angles for the theory to
work on. Further research can benefit from this multimedia approach to clarify the
contemporary relationship that audiences have with media and the ever-developing
tendencies of watching and interacting with/through these mediums.
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Kokkuvõte eesti keeles (The Summary in Estonian)
Käesolev tees on osa kirjandus-, visuaalkultuuri ja filmiteooria õppekava
magistritööst. Töö eesmärk on uurida filmifilosoofia teooriat ja analüüsida telesarja
„Westworld“ (2016) esimese hooaja juhtumiuuringu kaudu, kuidas võivad telesarjad
filosofeerida.
Magistritöö algab teema sissejuhatusest: sissejuhatuses puudutatakse filmi
„Westworld“ (1973), mis oli inspiratsiooniks samanimelisele telesarjale ja edule, mis on
sarjale järgnenud. Sissejuhatuses selgitatakse ka filmiuuringute huvi puudumist telesarjade
vastu ja väärarusaama, mille järgi vaadeldakse teleseriaalide narratiive vaid
meelelahutusena. Film „Westworld“ osutab selle vaatenurga järjepidevusetusele, tõstatades
mitu filosoofilist küsimust, mis annavad tõestust analüüsitava teema märkimisväärsusest.
Magistritöö eesmärk ei ole nendele filosoofilistele küsimustele tähelepanu juhtida ega neile
vastata, vaid töö on huvitatud vahenditest, mida just „Westworld“ ning filmid ja telesarjad
üldiselt filosofeerimise protsessi võimaldamiseks kasutavad.
Filmifilosoofia on hiljuti väljakujunenud alamvaldkond, mille kasv algas peamiselt
1980. aastatel nii akadeemilise filosoofia meetodite progresseerumise kui filmide rolli
arenguga ühiskondades. Teooria hübriidne ja interdistsiplinaarne olemus on tingitud selle
interaktsioonist ja kattuvusest filmiteooria ja kaasaegse kunstifilosoofia valdkonnaga. See
alamvaldkond soovib vastata küsimustele filmide meediumi ja selle toimimise viiside
kohta ning nendele filosoofilistele küsimustele, mis võivad esile kerkida. Üks küsimus,
millele alamvaldkond vastata pürgib – ja mis näib olevat filosoofide vahelise arutelu
põhjus – on see, kas filmid on võimelised filosofeerima; ning kui jah, siis kuidas.
Magistritöös tuginetakse peamiselt filosoofiaprofessor ja filmifilosoofia spetsialist Thomas
E. Wartenbergi tööle, kes kirjutas 2007. aastal raamatu „Thinking on Screen“, koos sama
küsimust käsitlevate artiklite ja Stanfordi filosoofiaentsüklopeedia sissekannetega.
Wartenberg on valdava osa oma tööst rajanud nendele vastuväidetele vastamisele, mille
filmiteooria kriitikud enda töödes esitasid. Sama lähenemisviisiga avatakse magistritöös
seda, mida Wartenberg ja teised teooria eestkõnelejad juba kehtestasid, ja kutsutakse üles
looma veelgi hõlmavamat kontseptsiooni sellest, kuidas filmid filosofeerivad. Teooria ja
seda ümbritsev arutelu näivad keskenduvat väga traditsioonilisele vaatele filmi
meediumist, mis tunnistab selle panust vaid läbi selle audiovisuaalse ajalise olemuse.
Samuti keskendub see võrdluste toomisele filmi ja klassikaliste filosoofiaviiside (tekst ja
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kõne) vahel. Magistritöös väidetakse, et filmi meedium võib omada sarnasusi teiste
meediumitega, kuid need elemendid ei ole täpselt samad ning et film on seda muutnud, et
saada selle osaks. Narratiivne keerukus ja algustiitrid on näited vahenditest, mis peaksid
olema osa teooriast.
Magistritöö jätkub sarja „Westworld“ analüüsiga, tõestades, et teleseriaalid võivad
olla osa arutelust ja et neid peetakse osaks filmi meediumist. Järgides meediumi hiljuti
väljakujunenud eripärasid, mille kaudu film filosofeerida saab, uuritakse analüüsis
algustiitreid kui seriaali metanarratiivi ja näidatakse selle tõhusust sarja enda poolt
tõstatatud teemade käsitlemisel. See on ühtlasi austusavaldus filmidele. Analüüsis
tõestatakse ka seda, et telesari „Westworld“ panustab filmifilosoofiasse enda meediumi
mõtestamise kaudu. See käsitleb selliseid küsimusi nagu mis teeb hea narratiivi ja
missugune lähenemine peaks vaatajal olema seksuaalsele ja vägivaldsele sisule? Analüüsis
uuritakse ka narratiivse keerukuse teooria rakendamist telesarjas ning selle seerialikkuse ja
trikitamise kasutamist mõttekatse rolli tagamiseks. Selleks, et mõttekatse töötaks ning
kataks valdava osa ideedest, mis võivad tõukuda, kasutab telesari „Westworld“
tegelaskujusid erinevate võimalike lähenemisviiside kujudena sarja peamistele
filosoofilistele küsimustele: Maeve ja tema võitlus oma vaba tahte tagamiseks, Dolores ja
tema teekond identiteedi leidmiseks, Mees Mustas ja tema tähenduseotsingud ning Ford ja
tema usk kannatusse. Nii Westworldi seriaal kui park on mõeldud olema eksperimentaalne
ruum, kust on kõrvaldatud kogu mõju, mida ühiskond ja eetika reaalsele maailmale
kehtestavad. See võimaldab vaatajal detailselt keskenduda filosoofilistele teemadele,
seades erinevate kontseptsioonide (vägivald, kannatamine, moraalsus, vaba tahe ja
tähendus) olemuse kahtluse alla. Analüüsiosa lõppeb filmifilosoofia teooria kriitikute
vastuväidete taaskäsitlemisega sarja „Westworld“ näidete kaudu.
Käesolev töö on tõestus, et akadeemiline maailm peaks suhtuma teleseriaalidesse
tõsisemalt selle meediumi potentsiaali ja viimase kahe kuni kolme kümnendi jooksul
kogutud populaarsuse tõttu. Samuti tõestab see, et filmifilosoofia teooria peaks rohkem
hõlmama kõiki neid elemente, mida filmid ja teleseriaalid läbi töötavad. Teooria peab
tunnistama, et viis, kuidas filmid saavad oma rolli filosofeerimisel tagada, on kõigi nende
kasutatavate vahendite summa: kinematograafiliselt, narratiivselt ja paratekstis. Seda
tunnistades võib filmide kui filosoofia uurimine laieneda ja uurida süvitsi, mida meediumil
pakkuda on.
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